
#PARQUET

>NATURE

/DESIGN

Let's hit the
ground running!

tilo macht den Boden.



tilo makes you look at floors in a whole new way. 
How does it work? Take some inspiration and first-
hand suggestions from the tilo blog, or our Instagram 
account, or visit our website to have a go with our 
floor configurator.

For more information, see page 206.

Every side represents 
a promise.

The tilo die shows the promises associated 
with tilo floors. No matter whether you 
opt for a floor from the tilo #PARQUET, 
>NATURE or /DESIGN range, you'll
receive much more than a floor covering.
Because we are driven by our imagination
and our passion.

Choose tilo and the die will always be 
loaded in your favour. Find out more 
about the tilo die from page 16 onwards.

The tilo



Which is why we are bringing the floor back 
into the limelight. Let your imagination run 
wild – or let us inspire you.

This catalogue covers our highlights, inspiring 
ideas and everything you need to know about 
floors and materials. Each turn of the page 
reveals a little bit more about the world of tilo.

Enjoy!

Herbert Kendler | CEO

Staying grounded.

Let's hit the 
ground running!

The floor is the basis for 
everything that we do – it's the 
starting point for furnishing and 
living, and ultimately life itself. 
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The incredible sense of anticipation, the butterflies 
in your stomach when it comes to creating your own 
dream home – it's a simply indescribable feeling.

Floors provide the backdrop for our future lives. Once 
laid, they invite you to dream, dance and feel good. 
It's the start of a new chapter in your life. So what are 
you waiting for? 
Let's hit the ground running!

Let's hit the ground 
running!

Live
as you
wish.

MARCANTO TREND Oak Cafe!Pur
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7EMOTION & INSPIRATION



Where dreams are born.
Our dreams are influenced by more 
than just what we can see. What we 
feel, hear and smell also captures 
our imagination – such as the 
pleasant warmth of parquet and vinyl 
underfoot, the wonderful aroma of 
wood or the tranquillity of walking 
across a cork floor.
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MARCANTO TREND Oak Cafe!Pur
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EFFECTO Oak Natur Herringbone
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When you dance barefoot through 
your home for the very first time, feel 
the fine grain and enjoy the feel of the 
velvety, warm ground beneath your 
feet – pause to savour the moment. 
Your floor defines your room at the 
most fundamental level and helps you 
to get a feel for your rooms from the 
ground up and form a mental image 
of how each one will come alive and 
reflect your personality.

Close your eyes and 

let all your senses 
come to life.

EFFECTO Oak Natur Herringbone

EFFECTO Oak Natur Herringbone
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Your choice of floor sets the scene for your 
furniture. And therefore for the atmosphere, the 
character, the ambience – and last but not least 
for how you can use the room later on. So it's 
important to think this through carefully. Make 
the most of our vast experience – and turn your 
tilo floor into the perfect stage for your life!

Setting the scene
for your style.

ELITO TREND Oak Natur!Pur

ELITO TREND Oak Natur!Pur
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ELITO TREND Oak Natur!Pur
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What can you expect?

Everything  
you desire.

Because tilo makes floors for all your plans!

The following pages cover our highlights, 
inspiring ideas for the whole house and 
interesting information about our three areas. 
We also present our collections in clear and 
vivid detail and show you how you can also 
apply your dream floor to stairs and skirting 
boards.

Let's begin with what we are offering to you – 
more than just high-quality floors, we make 
promises. Take a look at the tilo die to find out 
more! And remember,

Let's hit the ground 

running!

14
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d i eThe tilo
WE ARE ALL ABOUT

real variety

WE ARE ALL ABOUT

easy selection

Floor Layer app Floor box

WE ARE ALL ABOUT

optimum solutions
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Every side represents a 
promise. 

No matter how the die lands, choose tilo and it will 
always be loaded in your favour. Find out what you 
can expect from tilo here and what you can look 
forward to. Not only do we lay our promises at your 
feet – we keep them.

WE ARE ALL ABOUT

easy care

WE ARE ALL ABOUT

quick installation

WE ARE ALL ABOUT

floors from Austria

17TILO DIE



At tilo, variety means more than just a wide 
selection. Not only do we offer diverse ranges 
– #PARQUET, >NATURE and /DESIGN – we 
go one step further. You can choose from 
numerous different wood types or inspiring 
designs on vinyl – including for staircases 
and skirting boards, so you can create a 
harmonious feel throughout your entire home. 
And for those who want to reap the benefits 
of both parquet and design floors, tilo has 
created something very special: the TREND 
collections. Thanks to colour match, you can 
combine the world of parquet and design – and 
you'll barely notice the difference. Whether 
you prefer puristic modern or charming rustic – 
let's hit the ground running! You can find out 
more about our TREND collections and colour 
match from page 26 onwards.

WE ARE ALL ABOUT

real variety.

WE ARE ALL ABOUT

optimum solutions.

WE ARE ALL ABOUT

easy selection.

Choosing your floor is always an important 
milestone – no matter whether it's for a new 
build or part of a renovation. tilo offers 
optimum solutions for all living areas thanks 
to our wide-ranging selection which covers 
the right installation heights and also special 
requirements, such as for the bathroom. For 
example, take a look at our water-resistant /
DESIGN collection or our hard-wearing surfaces 
in the #PARQUET range. tilo can provide you 
with your dream floors for your entire home 
from a single source. Want to find out more 
about renovation? Turn to page 64.

Nothing can beat the power of your imagination. 
To make choosing your floor as easy as possible, 
we like to inspire – with images which give you 
an idea of how your own rooms could look. But 
wouldn't it be even better if you could see the 
floor in your own room itself? Not a problem! 
Our tilo Floor Layer app lets you visualise 
how your dream floor will look in your own 
living spaces in real time. You can also request 
samples to be sent directly to your home with 
the tilo floor box so you can see how they look 
and feel in real life. You can find out more about 
our app on page 206 or order your tilo floor 
box.

WE ARE ALL ABOUT

floors from Austria.

We use our knowledge and expertise here in 
Innviertel to bring real Austrian quality to your 
home. From the raw materials and production 
to the finished product, we place great 
value on the careful use of resources and 
sustainability. Certificates such as FSC® (FSC® 
CO11446) or PEFCTM, and the TÜV Proficert 
certificate guarantee ongoing quality testing 
for the benefit of the environment and to create 
a healthy living environment. Want to know 
more? See page 204 onwards.

d i eThe tilo
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WE ARE ALL ABOUT

easy care.

When it comes to ease of maintenance, the tilo 
/DESIGN collections are unbeatable. Thanks 
to the smooth and robust surface, you can 
enjoy your floor for many years to come with 
little effort. However, the tilo #PARQUET and 
>NATURE range are also impressive. Thanks to 
our Innovo NATUR oil, surfaces are optimally 
protected and incredibly easy to maintain – turn 
to page 38 to find out more.

WE ARE ALL ABOUT

quick installation.

Whether you want to lay your floor yourself or 
leave the job to a professional: the precisely 
fitting connections will leave you delighted. 
There are detailed installation guidelines 
for each type of installation, which must be 
followed, as well as practical installation 
videos which explain and show everything step 
by step in an easy and straightforward manner.

MARCANTO TREND Oak Cafe!Pur
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MARCANTO Oak Mocca
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Let us light up 
your life!

With the tilo 
highlights.

We've rounded up the key themes 

relating to our floors in seven tilo 

highlights!

On the following pages you will find:

The Natur!Pur colour range

tilo TREND collections

Uniform colour spaces

XXL formats

PVC-free design floor

Floors for bathrooms

The easy to maintain surface

21HIGHLIGHTS



"Our flooring feels fresh out of 
the forest. Perfect for everyone 
who enjoys the natural look!"

MARCANTO Larch Natur!Pur
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Na t ur !PurFor your home

THIS SPECIAL TILO HIGHLIGHT IS NATURAL, AUTHENTIC,  

REAL – WHERE NATURE MEETS INNOVATION: NATUR!PUR®.

Developed with passion and care, we put our pride and joy 
at your feet in the form of native hardwoods and softwoods: 
the tilo Natur!Pur® colour range.

Natur!Pur looks just like untreated wood, yet it is invisibly 
protected, making natural qualities and the highest benefits 
no longer mutually exclusive. A pure understatement that 
gives your four walls a magic that only nature has to offer.

Naturally,
we have more
to offer.

tilo Natur!Pur comes in five different wood 

types. Discover what this wonderful colour 

range from tilo is really about on the 

following pages.

23HIGHLIGHTS  |  NATUR!PUR



INVISIBLE PROTECTION.

tilo Natur!Pur®.

The special Natur!Pur colour range makes this collection so extraordinary. 
The elegant appearance of bare wood exudes a pure sense of nature. 
The Innovo NATUR oil finish is applied to the wood as an invisible and 
protective layer, combining a tangible organic feel with durability and 
low maintenance.

RUSTICO Swiss Pine Natur!Pur
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SOMETHING FOR EVERY TASTE.

Diversity of nature.

NATURALLY GROWN.

More pure colours.

AN INIMITABLE FEEL.

Scraped soft.

Nature lovers will be certain to find something they love. Elegant maple, 
down-to-earth oak, light ash, knotted larch, beautifully scented Swiss 
pine – there's a floor to suit everyone's taste and any room atmosphere.

Like nature itself, the surfaces and colour ranges offered by tilo continue 
to evolve. Two colours have been added to the pure colour range. 
Discover our wonderfully creamy brown Crema!Pur and our soft, warm 
coffee brown Cafe!Pur.

This is our exclusive surface feel. It looks unbelievably soft and flattering 
on oak. After being scraped and gently cured, the natural waviness of the 
surface feel is truly impressive. Enjoy our unique, pleasant and velvety 
barefoot feel.

MARCANTO TREND Oak Cafe!Pur

Our tip: 
Want to lay Natur!Pur 

throughout your whole 
home? Discover the 

TREND collections and 
the tilo colour match from 

page 26 onwards!

25HIGHLIGHTS  |  NATUR!PUR



MARCANTO TREND Oak Natur
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tr e n dTwelve colours in three gradings – and completely on

The tilo TREND collections offer a wonderful selection 
of oak floors in the most popular colours and gradings. 
Choose your colour first, then the grading – finding your 
dream floor is that quick and easy.

Completely on TREND.
Discover the #PARQUET TREND collections PURISTICO 
TREND, MARCANTO TREND and RUSTICO TREND. Here 
we have combined the twelve most popular trend colours in 
three colour ranges – from intensive to pastels to pure. Each 
in a calm, lively and rustic grading.

LOOKING TO CREATE HARMONIC LIVING SPACES WHICH SUIT YOU 

PERFECTLY IN TERMS OF COLOUR AND EFFECT?

Diverse  
collections.
 

Discover the other tilo #PARQUET collec-

tions PURISTICO, MARCANTO and RUS-

TICO in addition to the TREND collec-

tions: different wood types, interesting 

edge designs and further exciting surfaces 

await! For more information, see page 86.

27HIGHLIGHTS  |  TREND COLLECTIONS 27



OAK FELS OAK CARAMEL OAK MOCCA

OAK NATUR!PUR OAK CREMA!PUR OAK CAFE!PUR 

OAK EDELWEISS

OAK SAHARA

OAK WEISS

OAK MELANGE

OAK CHAMPAGNE

OAK NATUR

THE TREND COLOUR RANGE  12 colours in 3 gradings
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The right grading is the finishing 
touch when it comes to appearance. 
The grading gives the floor a calm, 
lively or rustic look. In the #PARQUET 
TREND collections you will find twelve 
wonderful colours divided into three 
collections.

PURISTICO TREND – calm, elegant.
This grade gives a wonderfully calm, 
puristic look. These floors feature 
occasional knots, offering a subtle 
backdrop for your life.

MARCANTO TREND – lively, beautiful.
Perfect for those who want a lively 
looking floor. Natural knots give it that 
certain something.

RUSTICO TREND – rustic, natural.
Original, genuine and rustic: this 
grading offers all this and then some. 
Natural charm is guaranteed by 
interesting colour variations and a 
knotty appearance.

The TREND collections help you create 
harmonious living spaces which suit 
you perfectly in terms of colour and 
grading.

GRADING

MARCANTO TREND Oak Natur

RUSTICO TREND Oak Natur

PURISTICO TREND Oak Natur

2

  
 Found a trend colour? Now select 
this colour in the grading you 
desire.

  Such as RUSTICO TREND Oak Natur
 
  That's all it takes to find your dream 

floor! 

1

 
 Select your favourite trend colour 
from the 12 different options.

 Such as Oak Natur.

IT'S SO EASY TO CREATE A

Trend floor.

29HIGHLIGHTS  |  TREND COLLECTIONS



Thanks to the new TREND collections 
from tilo, you can now use a uniform 
colour space throughout your 
whole home and adapt the floor to 
the different requirements of each 
living area – including the stairs.

Made for harmonious 
combinations.
At tilo, uniform colour spaces 
means that the colours of the 
design floors correspond to the 
colour range of the parquet floors 
with the same name. This results in 
incredibly harmonious and practical 
combinations. The colours for the 
twelve oak designs contained in the 
three TREND collections – intensive, 
pastel and pure – are beautifully 
matt, elegant and natural all at the 
same time. Whether stylish and 

natural with #PARQUET or fine 
and functional with /DESIGN – you 
can savour the feeling of a truly 
harmonious environment. The new 
tilo colour range is an experience 
not to be missed.

XXL format in colour match.
If you are looking for authentic vinyl 
long planks in colour match, then 
you have come to the right place. To 
achieve as authentic a vinyl design 
as possible, the single planks in the 
#PARQUET collection MARCANTO 
TREND are scanned in the original 
size and incorporated into the ELITO 
TREND collection so they match 
visually. Turn to page 32 to find 
out more about tilo XXL formats 
and the underlying technology for  
/DESIGN floors.

Uniform  
colour spaces.
Combine #PARQUET and /DESIGN with ease.

Seamless transitions between the kitchen and living room or the hall 
and stairs add to the depth and harmony of your rooms. But how do you 
achieve this when each room has its own rules and different flooring re-
quirements? While parquet and natural floors impress with their natural 
charm, design floors wow with their robustness and ease of maintenance. 
So, in the past, customers often had to combine different types of floor 
with different designs and colours.

30



tilo COLOUR 
MATCH

Uniform colour spaces

Quick & easy care 

Floors for every need Developed in Austria 

Uniform  
colour spaces.
Combine #PARQUET and /DESIGN with ease.

Did you know that...  
... the #PARQUET and /DESIGN 

colour match developed by tilo is 
unique on the market and offers a 

number of advantages?

FARB
VERBUND

Matt elegance
Stairs &  
skirting boards

31HIGHLIGHTS  |  UNIFORM COLOUR SPACES



Large formats open up a room, lending an atmosphere of limitlessness and elegance. They are 
ideal for use in large rooms in particular and bring a touch of magnificence. Previously, these 
were mainly available for #PARQUET, but now tilo also offers these special sizes for selected  
/DESIGN collections too!

The chateau plank – the XXL format for #PARQUET.
These wonderful long planks bring incomparable charm to your home. Take a look at our 
MARCANTO VARIO collection – and its unlimited possibilities. This collection offers pure variety: 
combine formats in varying lengths and widths – for a laying pattern that suits your own personal 
taste.

/DESIGN in XXL format.
Large formats are no longer just the domain of parquet. The aim of a /DESIGN vinyl floor or tile is 
always to replicate the original as closely as possible – in every way, from its appearance and feel to 
its edge design and the formats of individual planks and tiles. Take a look at our vinyl long planks 
in the ELITO TREND and GRANDO collections as well as the XXL tile format in the ELEGANTO 
collection.

Something special underfoot.

XXL formats.

This tile XXL in the ELEGANTO collection is a real 
eyecatcher. Thanks to the new U-shaped joint, it 
is hard to distinguish the elegant stone effect 
from an actual stone tile. For more information, 
see page 172.

Discover the elite among the /DESIGN floor – 
unmatched in terms of vibrant beauty and the 
authenticity of wood in all its forms on a durable 
floor. Not only is ELITO TREND unrivalled when 
it comes to technology, it also impresses with 
its authentic single plank format with a length 
of 2,200 mm. Find out more from page 168 
onwards.

A collection dedicated entirely to long planks. 
At tilo, these are not limited to parquet floors. 
Discover this impressive format and the 
limitlessness it offers. For more information, 
see page 164.

It is the incredible variety that makes this 
collection so impressive. Whether you want to 
make a big impression with the aforementioned 
chateau planks or create an individual laying 
pattern – MARCANTO VARIO can do it all. 
Discover the generous widths for your rooms or 
exceptional combinations of different formats. 
Find out more from page 110 onwards.

/DESIGN

ELEGANTO.
/DESIGN

GRANDO.

#PARQUET

MARCANTO VARIO.
/DESIGN

ELITO TREND.
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Unrivalled in terms  
of design & technology. 

Images on vinyl long planks are normally artificially altered, i.e. duplicated. This results 

in a relatively uniform, artificial laying pattern. In contrast, the true-to-life dimensions of 

the wood design and the duplication of the base images per design in the ELITO TREND 

collection create a realistic, natural laying pattern.

Not (the usual) four, but eight selected planks in the MARCANTO TREND collection have 

been scanned in the original single plank size and transferred to the world of vinyl floors.

This means you can now reproduce the entire length and width of a 2,200 x 216 mm parquet 

with the /DESIGN collection ELITO TREND and twelve wonderfully matt colours. As the 

only vinyl plank of its kind on the market, the combination of authentic format, colours and 

surface impression creates a 100% authentic parquet appearance.

MARCANTO VARIO Oak Natur

33HIGHLIGHTS  |  XXL FORMATS



PVC-free 
design floors.
Yes to softness. No to plasticisers.

tilo /DESIGN vinyl floors promise the 
highest level of quality, undergo extensive 
testing and are even used in the healthcare 
sector. However, many people want a 
floor that is completely free of plasticisers 
and PVC – and we understand. Our PVC-
free SENSANO product highlight offers 
exactly this.

SENSANO Oak Werra

The next level  
in design floors 
from tilo.

 Free from PVC 

 and plasticisers. 

Discover the innovative floor in eight 

different designs, which are named 

after German rivers. Find out more 

about the SENSANO collection from 

page 176 onwards.
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PVC-free 
design floors.
Yes to softness. No to plasticisers.

SENSANO Larch Mosel

SENSANO.

Velvety, wonderfully warm and so easy 
to maintain, durable and robust – this 
is our new SENSANO collection. And 
that's not all. Thanks to its special design 
layer made of Tinyl, there is no need for 
plasticisers or PVC. 

Developed to meet demand for PVC-
free products, Tinyl is a thermoplastic 
design layer which has special material 
properties such as ease of maintenance 
and high durability, just like vinyl. It is 
also extremely hard-wearing like vinyl. 
Needless to say, Tinyl undergoes regular 
testing, and must meet the highest of 
standards. Want to know more? Turn to 
page 82 to find out more about Tinyl 
and its advantages.

35HIGHLIGHTS  |  PVC-FREE DESIGN FLOORS



ELEGANTO SPA Marble Macarena
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Many people seek rest and relaxation at home and create areas in their 
homes where they can put the stresses of the day behind them. This trend 
also places significant demands on internal architecture. Not only are 
kitchens and living rooms increasingly merging into one another, rooms such 
as bedrooms and bathrooms are too.

Damp locations in particular require floors with specific properties. tilo offers 
the perfect solution for those who seek a harmonious look in these rooms.

The tilo SPA collection.
One of the highlights of this collection, consisting of water-resistant material 
and ideal for use in damp locations with full spread gluing is the SPA rigid 
board. These are ideal for bathrooms, offering 24-hour protection against 
moisture. Note that these cannot be installed directly in shower cubicles (in the 
wet room).  Discover beautiful waterproof rigid boards for damp environments 
in our twelve most popular /DESIGN range designs. For more information, 
see page 180.

It's all thanks to the new adhesive technology.
All tilo floors are suitable for dry rooms. Thanks to special adhesive technology, 
the PVC-free SENSANO floor can also be installed in bathrooms, halls or WCs. 
This technology protects the floor against moisture for four hours. You can find 
all the details in the relevant tilo adhesive instructions at tilo.com/service.

Tip: All the info & advantages of tilo rigid boards can be found on page 83!

Floors for 
bathrooms.
Resistant to moisture.

FEUCHTE-
SCHUTZ

4

FEUCHTE-
SCHUTZ

24
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MARCANTO TREND Oak Weiss

Naturalness that you can feel with every step 
is the trend for parquet and natural floors. 
Beautifully matt, oiled surfaces with every 
pore visible. At the same time, the floor should 
be hard-wearing and take the challenges of 
everyday life in its stride. Which is why our 
customers benefit from the exclusive tilo 
surface Innovo NATUR oil. It combines the 

tangible organic feel of oiled surfaces with 
the durability and ease of maintenance of 
varnish.

This innovative surface continues to increase in 
popularity thanks to its many advantages. It is 
now on all #PARQUET collections and oiled real 
wood designs.

Easy to maintain 
surface. 
Innovo NATUR oil.
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FROM THE GROUND UP

No compromises.

Surface treatments protect the bare wood, 
change its appearance and affect its functional 
properties and the type of care it will require. 
Each customer will use his or her floor for 
particular purposes and those types of use will 
be the decisive factor when determining the 
"right" surface treatment in each case. 

Information about the properties help cus-
tomers to make the right decision. tilo has 
managed to achieve something very special in 
this regard with Innovo NATUR oil, as it combines 
the main advantages of oil and varnish. The 
result is beautifully matt and natural-feeling 
floors which are also easy to maintain and hard-
wearing.

A comparison of the cross sections reveals the following:

Innovo NATUR oil

Cross sectionVarnish

Cross section

Oil

Cross section

tilo makes 
the perfect
combination.

You can also find our Innovo NATUR oil surfaces 

in our partners' showrooms – just look for this 

symbol:

Varnish forms a closed 

protective film over the 

wood surface, providing 

ideal protection against 

damage. 

Oil penetrates into the 

pores of the wood. This 

creates a natural look that 

accentuates the pores.

Innovo NATUR oil 

penetrates into the pores, 

but also deposits a closed 

film over the surface of the 

wood, making it more hard-

wearing while retaining the 

natural look.  

39HIGHLIGHTS  |  EASY-TO-MAINTAIN SURFACES



INNOVO NATUR OIL

Advantages.

Matt elegance.
Innovo NATUR oil is an invisible layer 
on your floor. It accentuates the grain, 
the surface remains matt and natural. 
In contrast to standard market matt 
varnishes and NATUR oils, our surface 
excels when it comes to the degree of 
gloss. 

Quick & easy care.
Innovo NATUR oil penetrates into the 
floor. This means that dry and wet 
cleaning are no problem: the floor can 
be used again after a short amount of 
time and can be cleaned without the 
need for complex machines. 

Hard-wearing.
Innovo NATUR oil forms a deep 
protective layer. This make the floor 
more robust. It is highly resistant to 
scratches, abrasion and wear.

Developed in Austria.
We understand floors 'from the 
ground up' and know what it takes 
to get the best out of wood. Innovo 
NATUR oil has been produced using 
decades of expertise and passion 
from the heart of Austria.

Naturally good.
90% of the oil is based on natural 
raw materials and has been tested 
and approved according to Austrian 
ÖNORM standards. This makes 
Innovo NATUR oil ideal for ensuring 
your floors look beautiful and remain 
robust for many years to come.

MARCANTO TREND Oak FelsMARCANTO TREND Oak Fels
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19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Standard 
market

matt VARNISH
surfaces

Standard 
market

NATUR OIL 
surfaces

tilo Innovo 
NATUR oil

surface

Degree of gloss: from glossy (high)  
to matt natural (low)  

on brushed wood surfaces

Glossy

Matt/
natural



Did you know that...  
... there's more than meets the eye to 
Innovo NATUR oil, developed by tilo? 

It's a real star surface.

Innovo NATUR  
oil

Natural

Matt elegance

Quick & easy care Developed in Austria 

Hard-wearing
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PURISTICO TREND Oak Natur!Pur
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Design  
your life!

43FLOORS AS A DESIGN ELEMENT  |  INSPIRATION

Inspiration
and ideas.

The following pages are all about floors 

as a design element. We present the 

different types of floor, explain the 

impact of colour and shapes and what 

to consider when it comes to furniture. 

Collect ideas and inspiration so you can 

create a home with the feel-good factor 

from the ground up.



RUSTICO TREND Oak Weiss RUSTICO TREND Oak Natur

Individual sense  
of well-being
from the ground up – made easy.

It all begins with the selection of your floor. It 
forms the basis for many subsequent decisions 
and really shapes the feel of the rooms. Every 
room has its own demands. How long do you 
spend in there? Are you looking for calm or 
creative stimulation?

Living trends also play a key role. Open-plan 
spaces where one room merges into another 
offer a lot of potential. But what is the right floor 
for creating a uniform overall appearance?

Be inspired by the examples on the following 
pages – perhaps you will even find answers to 

some of your questions. Find the right floor 
with insights and ideas on all aspects of life and 
living throughout your home, along with tips 
and suggestions for colours, formats and laying 
patterns.
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MARCANTO Larch Natur!Pur
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It's where the whole family comes together, 
to laugh and live. The stresses of the day are 
left behind. This is a place to rest, enjoy that 
pleasant barefoot feeling and really relax. 
One thing is certain, well-being is the priority. 
The floor should add to the comfortable 
atmosphere, while aspects such as special 
durability or robustness are secondary factors.

Whether pure and elegant or rustic and natural –  
parquet brings life to every living room. And 
entirely according to your own wishes and style. 
If you want a particularly robust floor, vinyl is an 
excellent choice.
 

Do you love open-plan spaces?
Do your living room and kitchen merge into 
one another? Then take a look at the tilo colour 
match! This lets you combine #PARQUET and  
/DESIGN – and all in the same colour range for a 
harmonious appearance.

ROBUSTO Oak Ivory

THE LIVING ROOM.

It's all about feeling good.

The upshot.

Simply anything is possible in the living 

room – from a gentle foot massage thanks 

to scraped parquet planks to a relaxing 

barefoot feeling.
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The kitchen is a hub of activity. We prepare, wash, slice 
and cook. And as all passionate cooks know, it's easy for 
something to go wrong. As a result, the kitchen floor often 
has to be more robust and easier to maintain.

Vinyl floors ensure nothing gets in the way of your moments 
of indulgence. And best of all, you can create the kitchen of 
your dreams thanks to our wide range of designs. Literally 
anything is possible with vinyl – from a natural wood design 
to classy stone or a cool metal effect.

#PARQUET in the kitchen?
Why not? Parquet floors are now easy to maintain too. This also 
goes for the tilo #PARQUET collections which are perfectly 
protected by the innovative Innovo NATUR oil surface. It 
combines the tangible organic feel of oiled surfaces with the 
durability and ease of maintenance of varnish. 

MARCANTO TREND Oak Weiss

Our tip: 
Regular care will make your floor 

more hard-wearing. Always follow 
the manufacturer's cleaning and care 

instructions. 

ELEGANTO Concrete Natur

THE KITCHEN.

The heart of the home.
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RUSTICO Swiss Pine Natur!Pur

Close your eyes, breathe deeply and relax – we 
all seek a restful atmosphere in the bedroom, 
which lets us leave the pressures of everyday 
life behind. The natural materials wood or 
cork imbue your home with many of their 
excellent properties. They are always a pleasant 
temperature, only cool down a little and greet 
our feet in the morning with a wonderful feeling 
when we swing our feet out of bed.

The natural feeling of parquet and cork floors 
creates a pleasant indoor climate and promotes 
a healthy living environment. So you can enjoy 
a relaxing night's sleep.

A vinyl floor in the bedroom?
If you're looking for a bedroom floor that's 
really easy to maintain, then a vinyl floor is a 
great choice.

THE BEDROOM.

A naturally sleep-enhancing space.
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This is a room full of play, laughter and frolics. 
And if there's time left, sleep too. Hardly 
any other room must fulfil so many different 
demands. The floor must be able to handle a lot, 
while being comfortably warm and ensuring a 
healthy environment.

FAVORITO Chestnut Baltic

Our 'insider tip': 
Beautifully scented Swiss pine 
parquet – the essential oils of the 
Swiss pine give off a delicate and 
calming scent.

Children spend a lot of time on the floor in the first few years of their lives – 
lying, sitting, crawling and walking. Cork and linoleum are wonderfully soft, 
hygienic, sustainable and incredibly robust. Parquet also looks fantastic in 
a nursery. Brushed surfaces are very forgiving when it comes to scratches.

If durability and ease of maintenance are key factors, then vinyl floors are 
ideal. The water-resistant, smooth surface is easy to clean, wonderfully 
warm, dampens noise and creates a pleasant feeling underfoot.

THE NURSERY.

A place that is full of life.
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NOVO Oak Nil

ELEGANTO Marble Carrara

THE HALL.

Make an entrance.

Take a
seat.

Seating lends a feeling of greater 

comfort to all rooms. Especially in 

the hall or vestibule, where it has 

a welcoming effect or serves as a 

practical place to put things down.

First impressions count – and when 
we receive guests, this is usually the 
entrance area. For us, it's that feeling 
of arriving home after a long day. So 
we don't want to have to think too 
much about whether our shoes are 
too wet or dirty. We just want to come 
home without any bother or be ready 
to welcome guests at any time.

Vinyl offers the perfect solution. 
Whether it's a homely feel-good 
atmosphere thanks to a wood design 
or a real eye-catching metal effect – 
you can express your own individual 
style, with unbeatable ease of 
maintenance.
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NOVO SPA Oak Mandel

ELEGANTO SPA Slate Natur

BATHROOM AND TOILET.

A pleasantly relaxing 
atmosphere.

The bathroom is a place to feel comfortable from 
head to toe. A warm floor underfoot can really 
make us feel good, whether it's after a relaxing 
bath in the evening or your morning routine.

It's also the place where we spend the most 
time barefoot. Alongside appearance and feel, 
one thing is crucial: the floor must be able to 
withstand high air humidity and water spills.

Our waterproof, sturdy vinyl rigid boards are 
designed exactly for this. Unlike tile, they are 
velvety and warm underfoot – and come in a 
range of looks. Add your own personal touch to 
your bathroom, without a compromise in sight.
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PERFECTLY COMBINED WITH THE

tilo colour match.

A FEELING OF

unlimited space.

A uniform floor emphasises the character of an open-plan space. 
It blurs the boundaries as if your rooms are a single unit. But what's 
the right floor covering for such spaces? Thanks to advanced 
surface treatments, parquet is now well protected and can be 
laid throughout the entire house. Of course, a little more care is 
needed in some living areas. But this doesn't deter parquet fans.

Vinyl, for example, is very flexible – wonderful in the living room, robust 
and easy to maintain in the hall and bathroom. But what if you could 
now combine both perfectly?

Enjoy the best of both worlds: the wonderful natural qualities of 
parquet for a pleasant feel-good atmosphere in the living room and 
the ease of maintenance and robustness of vinyl in the kitchen, for 
example. These are available in the same colour range in the TREND 
collections and you can barely tell them apart by eye. So you can now 
create a seamless transition between the hall and kitchen or bedroom 
and bathroom, for instance.

The kitchen and dining room flows almost seamlessly into the living 
room. Or the bedroom flows directly on to the bedroom. In large 
rooms, the floor also becomes an important design element. 

h o m eOne floor for the entire

THE TREND FOR OPEN-PLAN LIVING CONTINUES. 
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STEP BY STEP TOWARDS A

harmonious look.

RUSTICO TREND Oak Natur MARCANTO Oak Cafe!Pur

ELITO TREND Oak Melange

2
or more areas 

merge to form a large,
open and inviting living space.

Uniform transitions don't end with the floor. 
When designing your floor, think about the stairs 
and skirting boards too – they form the transition 
to new levels and complete the look. Beautifully 
designed stairs enhance your living space. No 
matter which covering you choose, we can also 
apply it to the stairs.
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MARCANTO TREND Oak Mocca

MARCANTO TREND Oak Natur

Floor colours
that set the right tone.

Colours have an effect on us, influence our 
behaviour and how we feel, often without us 
being aware. So the choice of colour for your floor 
is very important. Ultimately, we want to relax and 
feel good in our living room or bedroom. Whereas 
in the office, we want to feel energised. 

Light floor colours.
Rooms with light-coloured floors appear larger. 
They looks more airy, cheerful and spacious. 
Light floor colours are so timeless that almost 
any furniture looks the part. You can play with 
contrast, such as dark furniture on a light floor or 
vice-versa. A white sofa can also look great too – 
ideally with strong accents colours in the room.

Medium floor colours.
This class of floors represents the link between 
light and dark – for example, a natural oak or ash 
parquet. The many nuances sit wonderfully with 
a range of different styles. A natural oak floor 
looks wonderful with a Nordic minimalistic look or 
carefully chosen accents. Furniture in warm, earthy 
tones is also perfect for the fine wood texture.

Dark floor colours.
A dark floor looks refined and elegant, especially 
in large rooms. We use a thermal process, for 
instance, to create the darker tone. The heat 
creates wonderful caramel and mocha tones. 
Light-coloured furniture, as well as cool blue, grey 
or green colours really pop against a dark floor. 
Combined with a light ceiling and light walls, the 
room will also look wider.
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MARCANTO TREND Oak Champagne
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Live in style
with the perfect base.

Different interior styles all have one thing 
in common: they convey a special feeling 
of well-being. They give us ideas and 
inspiration as to how we might want to 
design our own rooms. They create a clear 
picture – from the furniture down to the 
perfect accessories. We have compiled a 
selection of three timeless, modern interior 
styles for you – with the perfect floors.

PURISTICO Oak Natur!Pur, scraped soft

It's your
home.

We inspire and show you 

what can be achieved. But, 

what's most important is what 

you like and what makes you 

feel good. Listen to your gut 

feeling.
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MODERN LIVING.

Less is more.

Unaffected, straightforward, low key –  
these are the main aspects of this 
interior style. Forget opulence, this is 
all about harmony. It combines clear 
lines and structure with warm nature 
and sustainability. This style invites you 
to make more conscious furniture and 
purchasing choices. It's mainly made 
up of the tones of the earth and sea on 
materials such as bast, linen and natural 
wood.

The tilo Natur!Pur colour is practically 
made for this interior style. It fits in 
seamlessly, looks fresh from the forest 
and exudes pure, authentic nature.

It's all about a deliberately natural look –  
and this is more than just a trend. It is the 
future.

RUSTICO Swiss Pine Natur!Pur
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RUSTICO TREND Oak Natur

Clear, calm, timeless – this is what minimalism is 
about, without being cold or clinical. This look 
is achieved with natural materials and natural 
shades. Pastel and earthy colours on the walls, 
combined with white soft furnishings and a lot 
of wood create a pleasant feeling of well-being. 
Valuable, sustainable materials, such as silk, 
cotton or linen, as well as light furniture that 
appears to float, such as suspended sideboards, 
underline its simple clarity. 

The PURISTICO collections are timelessly beau-
tiful and perfect for this interior style. Care-
fully pre-graded with only occasional knots, 
they make for a simple and beautiful, subtle 
 appearance.

Store away all your 'unnecessary' bits and bobs 
and allow the things that really bring you joy to 
come to the fore.

PURISM – THE SOPHISTICATION

of simplicity.
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A RUSTIC INTERIOR STYLE.

Homely is modern.

ELITO TREND Oak Edelweiss

Our tip: 
If you're looking for a robust, durable 

floor, we recommend our /DESIGN 
collection ELITO TREND. It brings the 

wonderful designs from the #PARQUET 
TREND collections to vinyl – with 

remarkable authenticity and in the 
same colour range.

Touch, feel, enjoying life with all one's senses – this is the 
essence of the rustic style. It's about realness and authenticity. 
Coarse wood, hide and linen, structures and textures come to 
the fore. The idea is to emphasise – not to overload. So this style 
exudes soft, neutral tones, with strong, dark accents. Natural 
'raw pieces' combined with sleek, lovingly selected accessories 
create a real feel-good atmosphere.

A real wood floor in the rustic grading is a key element: tilo 
RUSTICO and RUSTICO TREND. Warm, vibrant and multifaceted, 
it shows the authentic side of wood.

Ideally, this style should be left to develop gradually over time, 
for the most natural effect.
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It's not just about the colour, surface and grading, the format also determines the impact of your 
floor. Different lengths and widths change the floor's appearance, can make rooms appear larger 
or smaller and breathe life into them. 

From the ground up,

the right format.

SMALL FORMATS.

Big effect.

Do you want to make a small room seem bigger? 
Then small formats are the perfect choice. The 
smaller the format, the larger the room appears. 
Combine them with an effective herringbone 
appearance, for example, to make the room 
look even larger and bring life and vitality to 
your home. Want to know more? Take a look at 
our >NATURE collection EFFECTO – page 128.

LARGE ROOMS.

Large formats.

Take advantage of the space in large rooms and 
use large formats. Let them create a welcoming 
effect, open up the room and lend it a feeling of 
seemingly endless space.

Whether you opt for the particularly long, 
elegant chateau plank, such as from our 
MARCANTO VARIO collection, vinyl designs in 
the single plank format from the ELITO TREND 
and GRANDO collections or perhaps the XXL 
tile format from the ELEGANTO collection – 
you'll find the right format for your style.

Combine  
formats.

Do you love subtle yet effective details? Combining different plank formats is 

the perfect way to achieve these.

The MARCANTO VARIO collection deliberately plays with different formats so 

you can create unique, distinctive and exciting laying patterns for your rooms. 

Turn to page 110 for more.
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GRANDO Larch Natur

EFFECTO Oak Natur Herringbone

See how different floors and formats 
look together with the tilo Floor Layer 
app. Download the app here.
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MARCANTO TREND Oak Caramel
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MARCANTO Oak Natur!Pur MARCANTO Oak Natur!Pur

The direction of installation and laying pattern have a huge effect 
on a room, especially on how large and spacious or small and 
confined it feels.

The right direction.
Normally, planks are laid from the door to the window, as this 
laying pattern invites you to enter a room and take a look out of 
the window. 

In hallways or very elongated rooms, it often makes sense to lay 
the floor the opposite way – lengthways. This makes the room 
appear larger and lends it a more open and friendly feel.

Ground-breaking
installation.
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Old becomes new
from the ground up.

Renovations always pose a particular challenge. But they're also a huge opportunity to get the 
home you really want and perhaps have been dreaming of for a long time. 
Planning and selection of furniture used to be done room by room. Floors, too, were also chosen 
like this. Nowadays, we prefer a more open-plan feel and seek a harmonious overall look that 
flows through all rooms. Grab this opportunity!

Key aspects that must be considered.
In principle, you can use any tilo floor for your renovation. But before you get going, take the 
following points into account.

Installation height.

The 'installation height' is crucial to avoiding 
problems with transitions between rooms and 
door frames. Note the total thickness of the 
floors. tilo products are particularly flexible in 
this regard thanks to their compact dimensions 
– from 5.3 mm to 13 mm, there is something to 
suit every scenario.

Subsurface.

The readiness for installation of the subsurface 
must be tested in accordance with DIN 18365 
"Flooring work" or Austrian standard ÖNORM 
B2236 and finished accordingly. For example, it 
must be clean, free from cracks, level and dry – 
protruding areas of unevenness such as plaster 
residues or drops of paint as well as textile floor 
coverings such as carpet or needle felt must be 
removed. We recommend using a professional 
and following the tilo installation guidelines. 
Visit tilo.com for videos and info.

Stairs & skirting boards.

You can also renovate stairs with ease and the 
same design as the rest of your rooms. With 
the tilo stair edge profiles and compact stairs, 
there are special products with low installation 
heights – which may be crucial depending on 
the existing subsurface. Find out more about 
stairs & skirting boards from page 184 onwards.

Bathroom.

Damp locations, such as bathrooms, require 
particular types of flooring. This must be taken 
into account when selecting your floor. Our SPA 
rigid boards from the /DESIGN range are ideal 
for this.

So you can be confident your renovation will 
run smoothly!
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     y o ur  
dr e a m f l o or

The road to

Choosing the right floor isn't a decision you make based on a fleeting 
trend or on the spur of the moment. If you want to enjoy your floor for 
many years to come, your decision needs to be carefully considered. We 
would like to help you by encouraging you to ask the right questions 
from the very start, so that you gradually find your perfect floor.

1

 
 How heavily used is the area?

  The heavier the use, the more the floor must withstand. Robust and durable 
vinyl is often used in areas subject to heavy traffic.

 ................................................................................................................................

2

 
 How much time do I want to spend on cleaning and care?

  Oiled parquet naturally requires more regular care than vinyl floors or 
varnished surfaces.

 ................................................................................................................................

3

 
 How important are natural materials to me?

  No matter how easy to maintain vinyl is, natural materials are the be all and 
end all for some. If that's you, then the #PARQUET or >NATURE range is for 
you.

 ................................................................................................................................

4

 
 Which floor will go with my furniture?

  You can find some inspiration from page 56 onwards of the catalogue or 
try out your dream floor in our tilo Floor Layer app.

 ................................................................................................................................
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These questions  
are designed to help 
you get started.

It's best to make notes and take them to your 

consultation. You can then build upon this to get 

to the heart of what makes your dream floor.

     y o ur  
dr e a m f l o or

5

 
 Do I want to lay the floor myself or have it laid for me?

  In principle, all our floors are very easy to lay. But a professional knows 
all the tricks, can perfectly prepare the subsurface and glue the floor if 
need be.

 ................................................................................................................................

6

 
 What is the maximum installation height of the floor?

  This is a very important question. Our floors are relatively compact. But to 
prevent any inconvenience, you should determine how much space you 
have, such as in the door area, before purchasing your floor.

 ................................................................................................................................

7

 
 How many m2 of floor do I need?

  Usually, 5% excess is added on to the area that you wish to cover, to be on 
the safe side.

 ................................................................................................................................

8

 
Do you also need stairs and/or a skirting board?

  Your staircase is more than a link between floors. It's a key design element 
and part of your living space. Whether it stands out to create contrast or is 
beautifully matched to the same design as the floor – use it to express your 
own style!

 ................................................................................................................................
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7 steps
 to your

dream floor
Find your dream floor in the catalogue, at tilo.com or 
through a tilo retailer near to you.

Virtually lay your selection at your feet with the tilo 
Floor Layer app!

Floors for touching and experiencing: order the tilo 
floor box and its samples to be sent to you or take a 
look at one of our retailers.

You've been inspired, seen the ideas and impressions, 
now it's time to make a decision. Which tilo floor has 
won you over?

...........................................................................................

.....

Made a choice? Perfect! Then let's go to a tilo retailer 
and order your dream floor.

Don't forget, have you also thought about a staircase 
and matching skirting boards?

Now it's time to enjoy and celebrate an important 
milestone with friends – your dream floor!

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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MARCANTO TREND Oak Caramel

There's still more

to come!
Not sure which floor materials are available? 
Or what their properties are exactly? Then you'll love the next section.

We present the different materials and the effect they have, their 
advantages, and where and how you can find these in the different tilo 
collections.

Let's hit the ground running!
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PURISTICO Oak Natur!Pur, scraped soft
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Add to the 
spice of life!
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With versatile
materials.

On the following pages, you will find 

everything you need to know about the 

materials we use at tilo and their many 

advantages. Whether it's #PARQUET, 

>NATURE or /DESIGN – each collection 

has something unique to offer.

Find answers to your questions about 

properties and which floor is right for 

different demands.



Materials.
Natural or beautiful imitations.

Nothing reflects our style and personality as 
much as our living space. Whether it's cool 
elegance or rustic nature – everyone feels best 
and right at home in a different ambience. And 
rightly so!

Which makes it all the more important to choose 
the right materials from the ground up – starting 
with your floor. 

Different materials and their effects.
The materials we use for our furnishings have 
a significant effect on our well-being. Colours, 
textures, the feeling when you enter a room –  
all this determines how we perceive a room 
and how we feel, often without us being aware. 
So the choice of materials is a fundamentally 
important decision. Both in terms of design and 
well-being.

First you need to ask yourself whether you 
prefer natural materials such as parquet, 
real wood, cork or linoleum or incredi-
bly realistic-looking imitations of natural 
surfaces on vinyl, Tinyl or as rigid boards.

For a better overview and to make choosing 
easier, we have divided all our floors into three 
areas here at tilo:

#PARQUET – with real wood
>NATURE – with real wood, cork and linoleum
/DESIGN – with vinyl, Tinyl and vinyl rigid board

A diverse selection, created by nature.
Whether it's wood, cork or linoleum – nature's 
creations bring nature into our lives. Floors from 
our #PARQUET or >NATURE collections have a 
very special charm and bring homely comfort to 
your home.

Limitless designs, inspired by nature.
Not everything has to be original. The latest 
technology brings practically every design to  
/DESIGN vinyl and Tinyl: whether it's a striking 
eyecatcher or industrial style personified with 
Iron Rost design, a stylish touch with a stone effect 
or a natural ambience thanks to wood designs.
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ELITO TREND Oak Natur!Pur

MARCANTO TREND Oak Cafe!Pur EFFECTO Oak Natur Herringbone
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AUTHENTIC VARIETY

timelessly beautiful.

As early as the Middle Ages, raw wood planks were being laid next to each 
other as a floor covering. Later, scraped planks of softwood were used – 
the basis of parquet as we know it today. The variety of wood aroused 
interest and people began to play with it, to stain planks and lay them in 
different lengths.

And this interest, the passion for creating more new gradings and exciting 
laying patterns continues today and is what also drives us, here at tilo, to 
keep taking floors a step further. Thanks to its wonderful properties, a tilo 
parquet floor will become the centre point of your family life, bathe your 
rooms in a friendly light and aroma and simply feel good.

#Par q u e tVivid variation at your feet.

WE ALL LOVE IT – PARQUET.  

BUT WHAT ACTUALLY IS IT? 

And what is the difference between parquet and a real wood floor? 
Parquet is pure naturalness, a true wood floor, but not a 'real wood floor'. 

The construction is the defining factor. A wood floor can be called parquet 
if the top layer, the wear layer, is at least 2.5 mm thick. If it is thinner, we 
call it a real wood floor. But both parquet floors and real wood floors are 
made of real wood.
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#Par q u e t
PURISTICO TREND Oak Natur

#PARQUET 
and its advantages.

1.  A natural style & pleasant indoor climate 

Parquet impresses with its wonderful natural qualities – perfect for everyone who loves an 

original charm. What's more, a true wood floor also regulates the indoor climate, by absorb-

ing or releasing air humidity.

2.  That wonderful barefoot feeling 

The grain, the special processing – you can feel the life in the pleasant warmth of parquet.

3.  Innovative easy-to-maintain surfaces 

Easy parquet cleaning and care is also a key aspect at tilo.  

We have set a real benchmark in this regard with Innovo NATUR oiled surfaces.

4.  Something special at your feet 

If you love nature, then a true parquet floor is a dream come true.  

A piece of nature that you can proudly call your own and enjoy day after day.

5.  A range of design options 

Hardly any other floor covering offers so much scope for personalisation. This is thanks to the 

selection of different gradings and surfaces.

6.  A floor for generations 

Thanks to the longevity of parquet, not least due to ever new surfaces, the love for this won-

derfully natural floor often spans generations.
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›  Na t ur eWarm nature at your feet.

WHETHER IT IS VELVETY CORK, VIBRANT WOOD OR HARD-WEARING LINOLEUM: 

Nature has produced a rich repertoire of versatile materials. At tilo, we 
select the best of these for you and process them into top-quality floor 
coverings. So special raw materials become a special floor for your home. 

EFFECTO Oak Natur Herringbone
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SUSTAINABLE USE OF RESOURCES.

Real wood.

A tilo real wood floor is of top quality, individual and at the same time 
is the most economical way to use wood: from one solid cubic metre 
of raw wood, we are able to manufacture around 600 m2 of real wood 
flooring. By way of comparison, that same solid cubic metre would yield 
approximately 35 m2 of parquet flooring. During production, the precious 
wood is turned into thin sheets. The thickness of the finished product is 
8.5 mm – making the floor ideal for renovation projects. Its low weight 
and optimised format enable packaging in pallets and facilitate transport 
and storage. So real wood floors make a significant contribution to climate 
protection from the raw material to the end product.

›  Na t ur e
REAL WOOD
and its advantages.

1.  A wonderful alternative 

A real wood floor is a naturally beautiful, and above all, inexpensive alternative to parquet.

2.  Hard-wearing by nature 

The real wood veneer is sturdily connected with a reduced swelling HDF core.  

This increases the indentation resistance; the floor is durable, long lasting and retains its 

value.

3.  Perfect for renovation 

As the product is just 8.5 mm thick, it is ideal for quick renovation projects. 

4.  Natural sustainability 

Optimum use of a solid cubic metre of raw wood from sustainably-managed forests and 

optimised use of warehouse and transport capacity make a significant contribution to 

climate protection.

5.  Really comfortable living 

The natural material ensures a wonderfully pleasant indoor climate and comfort through 

and through.

6.  Simple floating installation 

tilo real wood floors can be easily and simply laid by yourself with floating installation.
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SUSTAINABLY BEAUTIFUL.

Cork.

If you feel at one with nature, you'll love cork. 
To obtain it, the bark of the tree is peeled off, 
and it grows back completely within ten years. 
This means not a single tree is felled – making 

cork a practically inexhaustible resource. It is 
antibacterial by nature, easy to maintain and 
100% recyclable.

CORK     
and its advantages.

1.  100% natural product 

The natural surface ensures a wonderfully pleasant 

indoor climate and comfort through and through.

2.  Versatile properties 

Noticeably warm underfoot, elastic and gentle on the 

joints – yet incredibly robust and can withstand stress.

3.  Pleasant tranquillity 

Cork floors dampen noise and footsteps perfectly, 

ensuring peace and quiet throughout your entire home.

4.  A real sense of well-being 

Wonderfully soft on your bare feet and available in 

a number of designs, cork brings a pure sense of 

wellbeing to every room.

5.  Sustainably environmentally friendly 

Once a cork oak has been peeled, it absorbs 4 x more 

CO2 – this makes a sustainable contribution to climate 

protection.

SENSO Basic Natur
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COLORO Lino Capri

MULTIFACETED AND REFRESHING.

Linoleum.

The main component of this flooring is linseed 
oil. Mixed with sawdust or cork dust, ground 
limestone, natural resins and pigments, the 
resulting natural resin is applied to a jute backing. 
The result both looks and feels good, it feels 

pleasant underfoot, has a long life span and is 
extremely hard-wearing. All this makes linoleum 
the perfect floor for busy areas such as nurseries.

LINOLEUM
and its advantages.

1.  Natural through and through 

Nature is hiding in every layer of linoleum. The raw 

materials used to produce it are biodegradable.

2.  A natural mixture 

Almost everything used to produce linoleum is a natural 

raw material.

3.  A striking range of colours 

From subtle pastels, creative lime green to dark charcoal –  

colours have a decisive effect on us. You can make good 

use of this effect when designing your room.

4.  A harmonious surface 

The smooth surface creates a wonderfully calm look.

5.  Hygienic and easy to maintain 

Linoleum is anti-static and very easy to maintain.  

It also has natural antibacterial properties.
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/De s i g nThe real art of transformation at your feet.

WHAT EXACTLY ARE DESIGN FLOORS?

The tilo /DESIGN range covers vinyl floors, PVC-free Tinyl floors in the 
SENSANO collection and the vinyl rigid board in the SPA collection. All 
these floors are made from plastics with the aim of imitating the wood, 
stone or metal designs as accurately as possible.

FAVORITO Oak Nordsee
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SURPRISINGLY BEAUTIFUL.

Vinyl.

It can look like real wood, elegant stone or 
cool metal – vinyl floors are the real masters 
of transformation. They both look and feel 
incredibly similar to the original materials. This 
robust, tough material feels velvety, is easy to 
maintain and perfect for those who don't want to 
compromise. If you want a natural wood design 
in the bathroom, for instance, vinyl can make 
this dream come true. tilo vinyl floors actually do 
offer the perfect solution for ALL rooms.

Vinyl & healthy living
Vinyl is 'polyvinyl chloride' – a multifaceted 
material which is also used in healthcare 
environments and is subject to the toughest EU 
requirements. Here at tilo, we have the highest 
claims to healthy living and we make sure we do 
not exceed the stipulated levels — we fall well 
below them.

Plasticisers are used to ensure the elastic and 
velvety soft properties of vinyl floors. tilo follows 

the highest safety standards during production 
so that these floors can also be used in places 
such as retirement homes and nursery schools.

Important information about plasticisers:
•   High-quality vinyl floors are subject to the 

toughest EU requirements.
•   The plasticisers used in tilo vinyl floors are 

so harmless that they are also used in toys, 
medical devices, window frames and drinking 
bottles.

•   Plasticisers are relatively stable and have a 
high boiling point, therefore they do not 
evaporate and they are poorly soluble, so 
they do not directly enter indoor air.

•   tilo floors fulfil all legal requirements such 
as REACH or the AgBB scheme.

/De s i g n

VINYL
and its advantages.

1.  It's tough 

Not only do tilo vinyl floors look good, they are also 

extremely durable, making them suitable for 

universal use.

2.  Simply easy to maintain 

Dirt doesn't stick readily to the varnished surface. So 

vinyl floors are very easy to clean and incredibly easy 

to maintain.

3.  Refreshingly hygienic 

Vinyl floors are very hygienic: like dirt, bacteria and 

allergens don't stand a chance on the surface.

4.  Pleasant underfoot feeling 

No matter which look you opt for, vinyl floors always feel 

wonderfully warm underfoot.

5.  Wonderful looks 

From various different wood designs to stone and metal –  

or a rusty appearance – vinyl floors always make a good 

impression.

6.  The possibilities are endless 

Vinyl lets you put your style on your entire home – from 

the cosy living room with a wood design floor to an 

industrial style kitchen. Anything is possible.
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THE PVC-FREE DESIGN FLOOR.

Tinyl®.

Tinyl was developed to meet the rising demand 
for PVC-free products. It is a thermoplastic 
design layer without any plasticisers or PVC. 
The name 'Tinyl' is derived from the 'ti' for tilo 

and 'nyl' from 'vinyl', as the material has similar 
properties to vinyl. This means Tinyl is very easy 
to maintain, durable and hard-wearing.

TINYL     
and its advantages.

1.  A synthetic material that's soft without the use of 

plasticizers 

This innovation is part of the tilo /DESIGN collection, has 

wonderfully velvety soft properties and is PVC-free.

2.  Easy to clean 

Thanks to its brushed surface, Tinyl is very easy to 

maintain.

3.  Happiness that lasts 

Tinyl is durable and robust, which means you can enjoy 

your floor for many years to come.

SENSANO Oak Spree
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ELEGANTO SPA Marble Macarena

A VARIETY OF DESIGNS, PERFECT 
AND SUITABLE FOR DAMP LOCATIONS.

SPA rigid boards.
What is a rigid board? Generally a rigid board 
is a product with a new backing made of vinyl. 
The vinyl is enriched with limestone powder 
or rock flour. This changes the thermoplastic 
properties of the material: it becomes more 
rigid and stable. This hardening means that 
milling is more precise and accurate, which 
increases the joint strength values. It also has 
a positive effect on the dimensional stability, if 
the temperature fluctuates, for instance. And of 
course, the material is suitable for use in damp 
locations: vinyl rigid boards are thus ideal for 
use in bathrooms.

RIGID BOARDS  
and their advantages.

1.  100% waterproof 

With full spread gluing, it offers 24-hour protection against moisture and is 

therefore ideal for use in damp locations such as bathrooms. So you can add 

your style to any room at all.

2.  Seamless transitions 

Vinyl floors are of course available in the same designs as the vinyl rigid 

boards.

3.  Simple, straightforward installation 

Joint strength values that are verifiably over twice as high as is customary on 

the market guarantee easy but stable laying or gluing.

4.  Optimum dimensional stability 

Standard market stability values for low expansion caused by heat or sunlight.

5.  A pleasure to walk on 

Thanks to the soft and wonderfully warm surface.
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Floors are the stage upon which our lives play out within our 
homes. Together with the furniture, they shape a room and reflect 
our personalities. They also need to meet the varying requirements 
of different rooms. So choosing the right floor requires careful 
consideration. To help you make a decision, we've compared the 
most important properties here for you.

Easy to maintain.

Vinyl and also Tinyl floors lead the way when 
it comes to ease of maintenance. But with an 
Innovo NATUR oil surface, parquet and natural 
floors are not far behind. Thanks to ongoing 
technical developments, huge progress has 
already been made in this area.

Careful use of resources.

Our natural floors impress in this regard, as 
these involve optimum use of renewable raw 
materials.

For a low budget.

>NATURE and /DESIGN floors are the more 
inexpensive alternative to #PARQUET.

Product variety.

In general, all three ranges offer great variety. 
#PARQUET and /DESIGN offer slightly more 
choice compared to >NATURE.

All tilo floors are robust and hard-wearing. But 
thanks to the high durability and robustness of 
the material, the benefit is clear to see in our  
/DESIGN collections.

That barefoot feeling.

If you've ever walked barefoot across a real 
wood floor, you know it's a simple indescribable 
pleasure. Parquet with brushed or scraped 
surfaces and natural floors are the measure of all 
things. There's just nothing like a natural surface 
underfoot.

tilo floors – floor types and their

properties.

Robustness &  
durability.
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High-quality appearance.

The natural and high-quality appearance of real 
wood floors is still unrivalled. Natural floors such 
as cork and linoleum, and also the incredibly 
similar imitations on vinyl, are now not far behind.

Pleasant to walk on.

The construction of all three of our tilo floor 
ranges means they are all a pleasure to walk 
on – particularly when the floor is glued. 

Naturally good.

Our #PARQUET and >NATURE ranges lead 
the way in this regard as they are made from 
up to 100% natural materials. Our /DESIGN 
collections, on the other hand, have several 
other impressive and positive properties.

To sum it up.

No matter what properties you're looking for in

your dream floor, you'll find the perfect

one at tilo.

#PARQUET >NATURE /DESIGN

Robustness & 
durability

Careful use of 
resources

Easy to maintain

Product variety

For a low budget

That barefoot feeling

Naturalness

Pleasant to walk on

High-quality 
appearance

A COMPARISON 
OF THE 
DIFFERENT TYPES 
OF FLOOR

This comparison is based on 
experience and feedback from 
customers and was not drawn 
up based on official studies.
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Let's hit the ground running!

#PARQUET
A one-of-a-kind 
straight from 
nature.

See the uniqueness of nature brought to 
the equally one-of-a-kind #PARQUET on the 
following pages – there's something for every 
taste and style. Find your dream floor!

MARCANTO TREND Oak Cafe!Pur
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Calm

Calm grading – do you love the
sophistication of simplicity?
Wood, selected and pre-selected 
according to this grading, exhibit a 
calm, uniform appearance. There are 
virtually no knots, cracks or splints. 
Perfect for those who love and live for 
purism and minimalism.

Lively grading – do you want some-
thing expressive and vibrantly beau-
tiful?
The lively grading is, as the name 
indicates, not quite as calm. Here you 
will find occasional knots and cracks. 
These floors bring life to your home 
without taking over the room.

Rustic grading – do you love a wild, 
natural look?
This grading brings rustic charm to 
your floor. Knots and cracks are the 
prominent features – the floor looks 
very natural and creates a real feel-
good atmosphere in the home.

#PARQUET

PURISTICO

PURISTICO TREND

You can find more information about 
grading at blog.tilo.com
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Lively Rustic

RUSTICO TREND

MARCANTO VARIO

RUSTICO

We understand, 
process and refine 
parquet. 
 

We grade many types of wood by hand in 

order to select the most beautiful grain and 

structures. That's how we know just how to 

bring out the best in the character of your 

floor. 

MARCANTO

MARCANTO TREND
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Unrivalled

design options.

What makes #PARQUET so unique? Nature commands the greatest respect. It displays certain 
structures and lifelines, making every tree and every piece of wood unique. And this is reflected 
in the design options. The mains ones are colour, wood type, surface, plank format, bevelled 
edges, and last but not least, the grading. The skilled hands of our employees create something 
special time and time again.

Colours.

Colours play an important role in the feel of a 
room. And this begins with the floor. Colour 
variations in the #PARQUET range are either 
completely natural or created through specific 
wood processing. Some woods such as maple 
are brighter, others such as walnut captivate 
with their dark appearance. Deliberate use of 
lighter colours makes your home look more 
spacious, while dark colours look very elegant, 
especially in large rooms. Turn to page 54 to 
find out more about colours & their effects

Wood types.

Nature has bestowed us with many different 
types of wood. From wonderfully aromatic 
Swiss pine to larch, ash or maple and the 
beloved oak. Each wood has its own different 
properties, individual appearance and its very 
own character. It is exactly this character that we 
want to retain and bring to #PARQUET. So this 
collection really lays all the variety of nature at 
your feet.
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LIGHT

OAK

MEDIUM

BEECH

DARK

LARCH

INTENSIVE

SWISS PINE

PASTEL

ASH

PURE

MAPLE

COLOURS

WOOD TYPES

Lighter or darker shades can be achieved by applying stains or oils. Alongside the lightness, we distinguish between the colour 
intensity of our floors in matt, intensive colour or 'Natur!Pur' – a colour which looks as if it's not been treated.

Our TREND collections contain 12 different basic colours to choose from in these three colour ranges. For more information, see page 
26.

In addition to oak, the most popular of our woods, our #PARQUET PURISTICO, MARCANTO and RUSTICO collections offer a colourful 
selection of exciting wood types.
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UNBEVELLED BEVELLED (2V) BEVELLED (4V)

BEVELLED EDGES

Unbevelled planks result in a very harmonious, calm laying pattern. Which is why this edge design is part of the PURISTICO collection. 
Bevelled edges on two sides leads to a more lively floor, perfect for the TREND or MARCANTO collections, for instance. Planks with 
bevelled edges on four sides stand out – they fit wonderfully in the RUSTICO, MARCANTO VARIO and MARCANTO collections.

SANDED BRUSHED STRUCTURED

SCRAPED SCRAPED SOFT

FEEL

Brushed: in all collections

Sanded: PURISTICO, MARCANTO

Structured: RUSTICO

Scraped: RUSTICO

Scraped soft: PURISTICO
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RUSTICO  1,900 x 182 mm *1

2,205 x 176 mm *2

MARCANTO VARIO  2,205 x 206 mm *3

MARCANTO, RUSTICO  2,415 x 182 mm *4

MARCANTO VARIO  2,425 x 250 mm *5

FORMATS

Grading
as a design
element.

It describes how a parquet floor looks, making 

it an important design decision. Find out more 

on page 88.

Feel.

The feel good factor – with the right floor 
surface treatment. It influences how the floor 
feels under your feet. A sanded parquet floor 
is smooth, fine and elegant. Brushed planks 
impress with emphasised grain, structured 
with an accentuated feel reminiscent of mature 
wood. For clearly visible and perceptible 
height differences and an interesting feel when 
walking, scraped floors are the right choice.

Bevelled edges.

The plank edge design describes how much 
the edges slope. These sloping edges are 
known as bevelled edges. Basically, you can 
choose from an unbevelled or a bevelled 
design. The bevelled designs are in turn 
divided into a two-sided bevelled edge 
design (2V) – where only the long sides are 
bevelled – and a four-sided bevelled design 
(4V), which also has bevelled short ends. By 
using these bevelled edges, the planks are 
clearly defined.

Plank formats.

Parquet floors also offer unimaginable 
possibilities when it comes to formats. Planks 
can vary in both width and length. Particularly 
long planks are also called chateau planks. 
The various formats result in different laying 
patterns which also have a major impact on 
the look of your floor. Turn to page 60 to find 
out which format is best for which room and 
further tips.

PURISTICO TREND, PURISTICO, MARCANTO TREND 
MARCANTO, MARCANTO VARIO, RUSTICO TREND, RUSTICO

*1 Swiss pine       *2 Maple, oak, ash, beech       *3 Oak       *4 Larch       *5 Oak
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PURISTICO TREND Oak Natur
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SERENE BEAUTY.

PURISTICO 
TREND
Three colour ranges – from intensive to pastel to pure – 
containing a total of twelve trend colours lend a wonderful 
radiance to the pure beauty of our floors. These further 
accentuate the calm appearance, with only occasional knots 
coupled with interesting brush marks in the wood. Let your 
thoughts run free and discover unimaginable possibilities.

What's more: If you want to keep to the same colour 
range throughout your entire home, you can combine the 
wonderful PURISTICO TREND colours with the Design 
collection's ELITO TREND in the same designs. 
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PURISTICO TREND Oak Natur

PURISTICO TREND Oak Natur!Pur
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OAK FELS
Bevelled (2V), brushed, Balance,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK MELANGE
Bevelled (2V), brushed, Balance,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK SAHARA
Bevelled (2V), brushed, Balance,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK CHAMPAGNE
Bevelled (2V), brushed, Balance,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK WEISS
Bevelled (2V), brushed, Balance,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK EDELWEISS
Bevelled (2V), brushed, Balance,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK CAFE!PUR
Bevelled (2V), brushed, Balance,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK CREMA!PUR
Bevelled (2V), brushed, Balance,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK NATUR!PUR
Bevelled (2V), brushed, Balance,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK MOCCA
Bevelled (2V), brushed, Balance,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK CARAMEL
Bevelled (2V), brushed, Balance,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK NATUR
Bevelled (2V), brushed, Balance,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

The PURISTICO TREND collection
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PURISTICO Ash Weiss
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A sense of  
simple, striking 
sophistication.

The harmonious grading forms a subtle stage 

for your own style. Minimalism that never gets 

boring.

Elegant hardwoods - like maple, beech, ash and oak are 
pre-graded by hand, so that only occasional knots and 
slight colour variations are discernible. This creates the calm 
and unobtrusive appearance of the PURISTICO collection.  
Different edge designs underline the minimalistic look of 
this special parquet and bring a touch of variety to a room.

SERENE DIVERSITY. 

PURISTICO
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PURISTICO Oak Natur!Pur, scraped soft

PURISTICO Oak Natur PURISTICO Oak Caramel
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MAPLE NATUR
Unbevelled, sanded, Harmony,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK WEISS
Unbevelled, sanded, Harmony,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK NATUR
Unbevelled, sanded, Harmony,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

BEECH NATUR
Unbevelled, sanded, Harmony, 

Innovo NATUR oiled

ASH WEISS
Bevelled (2V), brushed, Harmony,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK WEISS
Bevelled (2V), brushed, Harmony,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK NATUR!PUR
Bevelled (2V), brushed, Harmony,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK WEISS
Bevelled (4V), scraped soft, Balance,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK NATUR
Bevelled (2V), brushed, Harmony,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK NATUR!PUR
Bevelled (4V), scraped soft, Balance,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK CARAMEL
Bevelled (2V), brushed, Harmony,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK NATUR
Bevelled (4V), scraped soft, Balance,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

The PURISTICO collection
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MARCANTO TREND Oak Natur
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VIBRANT BEAUTY.

MARCANTO
TREND
Our best-selling collection impresses with three colour 
ranges. From intensive to pastel and pure – the striking 
designs and the lively appearance really come into their 
own. 

If you would like to use the same colour range throughout 
your entire home, you'll love MARCANTO TREND, as you 
can lay the colours in the Design collection ELITO TREND 
in the same colour spaces as the MARCANTO TREND 
colours.
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MARCANTO TREND Oak SaharaMARCANTO TREND Oak Weiss

MARCANTO TREND Oak Melange
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OAK NATUR
Bevelled (2V), brushed, Alpin,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK CARAMEL
Bevelled (2V), brushed, Alpin,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK MOCCA
Bevelled (2V), brushed, Alpin,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK NATUR!PUR
Bevelled (2V), brushed, Alpin,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK CREMA!PUR
Bevelled (2V), brushed, Alpin,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK CAFE!PUR 
Bevelled (2V), brushed, Alpin,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK EDELWEISS
Bevelled (2V), brushed, Alpin,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK SAHARA
 Bevelled (2V), brushed, Alpin,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK WEISS
Bevelled (2V), brushed, Alpin,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK MELANGE
Bevelled (2V), brushed, Alpin,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK CHAMPAGNE
Bevelled (2V), brushed, Alpin,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK FELS
Bevelled (2V), brushed, Alpin,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

The MARCANTO TREND collection
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MARCANTO Oak Cafe!Pur
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Incredibly  
beautiful and varied.

Bring real life to your rooms and enjoy interesting 

design options from the ground up.

Wood from oak, maple and larch trees hides many natural 
surprises. We select the most interesting colour variations 
and structures for you in order to give your MARCANTO 
floor special character. The different types of wood are at 
the heart of the lively appearance. The four-bevel edge 
design rounds off the look of this beautifully fascinating 
floor.

LIVELY VARIETY.

MARCANTO
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MARCANTO Larch Natur!Pur
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OAK WEISS
Bevelled (4V), brushed, Alpin,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK SAHARA
Bevelled (4V), brushed, Alpin,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK NATUR
Bevelled (4V), brushed, Alpin,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK CARAMEL
Bevelled (4V), brushed, Alpin,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK MOCCA
Bevelled (4V), brushed, Alpin,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK NATUR!PUR
Bevelled (4V), brushed, Alpin,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK CAFE!PUR
Bevelled (4V), brushed, Alpin,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK CREMA!PUR
Bevelled (4V), brushed, Alpin,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

LARCH WEISS
Bevelled (4V), brushed, Standard,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

MAPLE NATUR!PUR
Bevelled (4V), sanded, Country,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

LARCH NATUR!PUR
Bevelled (4V), brushed, Standard,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

LARCH NATUR
Bevelled (4V), brushed, Standard,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

The MARCANTO collection
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MARCANTO VARIO Oak Natur, different formats laid together
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Each format  
has its own, distinctive 
effect.

The planks in this collection vary in length and 

width. Combined, they reveal their own unique 

character.

MARCANTO VARIO lives up to its name. The option to 
combine different plank formats in four colours brings 
invigorating variation to every room. Whether it's 
impressive chateau planks or a combination of different 
formats – the result is always a new, exciting and individual 
appearance.

ALWAYS DIFFERENT.

MARCANTO 
VARIO

FARB
VERBUND
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MARCANTO VARIO Oak Natur

MARCANTO VARIO oak Natur!Pur, L and XXL laid together

MARCANTO VARIO Oak Natur
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OAK WEISS L
Bevelled (4V), brushed, Alpin,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK SAHARA L
Bevelled (4V), brushed, Alpin,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK NATUR!PUR L
Bevelled (4V), brushed, Alpin,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK NATUR L
Bevelled (4V), brushed, Alpin,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK WEISS XL
Bevelled (4V), brushed, Alpin,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK SAHARA XL
Bevelled (4V), brushed, Alpin,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK NATUR!PUR XL
Bevelled (4V), brushed, Alpin,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK SAHARA XXL
Bevelled (4V), brushed, Alpin,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK NATUR XL
Bevelled (4V), brushed, Alpin,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK NATUR!PUR XXL
Bevelled (4V), brushed, Alpin,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK WEISS XXL
Bevelled (4V), brushed, Alpin,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK NATUR XXL
Bevelled (4V), brushed, Alpin,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

The MARCANTO VARIO collection

FARB
VERBUND
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RUSTICO TREND Oak Natur
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We have brought brushed oak planks together in a 
particularly charming trend collection: RUSTICO TREND. 
This floor is defined by a rustic appearance from the ground 
up. The three colour ranges – intensive, pastel and pure – 
provide wonderfully beautiful variation. 

Do you want to use the same colour range throughout 
your entire home? Thanks to our colour match you can with 
this collection. The colours from the /DESIGN collection 
ELITO TREND can also be laid in the same colour space as 
the RUSTICO TREND colours.

RUSTIC BEAUTY.

RUSTICO 
TREND
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RUSTICO TREND Oak Natur

RUSTICO TREND Oak Natur RUSTICO TREND Oak Caramel
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OAK NATUR
Bevelled (2V), brushed, Intens,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK CARAMEL
Bevelled (2V), brushed, Intens,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK MOCCA
Bevelled (2V), brushed, Intens,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK NATUR!PUR
Bevelled (2V), brushed, Intens,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK CREMA!PUR
Bevelled (2V), brushed, Intens,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK CAFE!PUR
Bevelled (2V), brushed, Intens,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK EDELWEISS
Bevelled (2V), brushed, Intens,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK SAHARA
Bevelled (2V), brushed, Intens,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK WEISS
Bevelled (2V), brushed, Intens,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK MELANGE
Bevelled (2V), brushed, Intens,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK CHAMPAGNE
Bevelled (2V), brushed, Intens,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK FELS
Bevelled (2V), brushed, Intens,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

The RUSTICO TREND collection

FARB
VERBUND
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RUSTICO Swiss Pine Natur!Pur
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A naturally
beautiful  
eyecatcher.

Healthy knots and brown hearts underline the 

wild, natural look and character.

RUSTICO is genuine, original and non-artificial. A floor for 
unwinding and relaxing with interesting structures and 
grains that lend every room a pleasantly lively atmosphere. 
The natural rustic appearance of the different wood types 
such as oak, ash, larch or Swiss pine has real character.

RUSTIC VARIETY.

RUSTICO
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RUSTICO Oak Caramel, scraped
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OAK WEISS
Bevelled (4V), structured, Valley,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK NATUR!PUR
Bevelled (4V), structured, Valley,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK NATUR
Bevelled (4V), structured, Valley,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK CARAMEL
Bevelled (4V), structured, Valley,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK WEISS
Bevelled (4V), scraped, Intens,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK NATUR!PUR
Bevelled (4V), scraped, Intens,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK NATUR
Bevelled (4V), scraped, Intens,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

LARCH NATUR!PUR
Bevelled (4V), brushed, Rustikal,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK CARAMEL
Bevelled (4V), scraped, Intens,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

LARCH NATUR
Bevelled (4V), brushed, Rustikal,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

ASH NATUR!PUR
Bevelled (4V), brushed, Country,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

SWISS PINE NATUR!PUR
Bevelled (4V), brushed, Natur,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

The RUSTICO collection
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EFFECTO Oak Natur Herringbone

Let's hit the ground running!

>NATURE
No two floors 
are the same.

Experience the diversity of nature in our exciting 
collections. Whether it's real wood, linoleum 
or cork – if you're looking to create an entirely 
natural look in your home, you've come to the 
right place.
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Real wood

Where else can you relax more, get 
some head space and replenish your 
energy reserves than when you're 
surrounded by nature? It makes sense 
then to try and take a little piece of 
nature home with you. 

Living with nature.
You may be thinking of indoor plants 
or aromatic decorations, made from 
treasures found on your last wander 
through the woods. We go one step 
further and lay nature at your feet. 
Discover the beauty and the unique 
individual character that natural wood 
floors can bring to each room. The 
distinctive design creates a vibrant 
sense of well-being.

Especially for homes.
Unique yet adaptable. Modern and 
timelessly elegant. They're not just 
stunning to look at but they also bring 
a wholesome warmth to each room, 
inviting you in to while away some 
time. It doesn't matter if you're playing, 
walking, dancing or lying down – it's 
as if these wonderful materials, such 
as real wood, cork and linoleum, were 
made for the changing needs of daily 
life without ever losing their special 
charm.

>NATURE

UNO

EFFECTO

You can find more information about 
natural floors at blog.tilo.com
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LinoleumCork

COLOROSENSO

Natural  
through and through.
 

If you feel at one with nature, you'll love these three materials. 

Take a look at the various design options – and our >NATURE 

collections – that we've compiled for you on the following pages.
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More by nature

Design  
options.

FORMATS

SENSO
912 x 296 mm

COLORO
1,200 x 268 mm

EFFECTO, UNO
1,270 x 190 mm

The tilo >NATURE range is all about an unmatched sense of well-being and sustainability. 
Thanks to its versatility, there are also many different design options. Real wood impresses with 
its natural, varied appearance, while the colours and patterns of linoleum and cork are what give 
these floors their varied and interesting look.

Real wood.

Our real wood collections offer many possible 
options thanks to their appearance, different 
designs and colours. UNO features a single-
strip appearance in oak, walnut or maple and is 
remarkably similar to a parquet floor. In contrast, 
the EFFECTO collection impresses with varied 
laying patterns such as herringbone and the 
modern colours Oak Weiss and Oak Natur. Turn 
to page 77 for all the details and advantages of 
tilo real wood floors.

Cork.

Naturally grown, sustainable and abundant: 
made from cork bark, our SENSO collection 
embodies all its wonderful natural qualities. 
It's all about typical cork patterns, soft colours 
and a velvety, unmistakable feel underfoot. 
Experience a feel-good atmosphere thanks to 
the unique design options provided by cork. 
Turn to page 78 for all the details on this 
material and its advantages.

Linoleum.

It never ceases to amaze us that a floor which is 
mainly made of natural oil is so hard-wearing, or 
offers such potential for creativity. An unrivalled 
colour range energises and refreshes or brings 
pleasant tranquillity or rich contrast to your 
rooms. The COLORO collection promises 
variety, flexibility and beauty. Turn to page 79 to 
find out more about linoleum & its advantages.
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FRENCH HERRINGBONE

OAK WEISS/OAK NATUR

SINGLE PLANK

CORK colours  The SENSO collection

ASTRA NATUR RUSTICO NATURBASIC NATUR

LINOLEUM colours The COLORO collection

LINO LIME LINO GRANITLINO CARPI

WALNUT NATUR

REAL WOOD colours  UNO collection – several wood types, EFFECTO – only oak

MAPLE NATUR
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EFFECTO Oak Weiss diagonal herringbone
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An incredible  
variety of options.

Discover how wonderful herringbone 

looks and how it lends your rooms a 

striking appearance.

High-quality and wonderfully varied laying patterns: 
this is EFFECTO. The herringbone look in oak 
accentuates the refined overall appearance.

SUSTAINABLE VARIETY.

EFFECTO
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EFFECTO Oak Weiss diagonal herringbone

EFFECTO Oak Natur Herringbone

EFFECTO Oak Natur Herringbone
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OAK WEISS, HERRINGBONE L
Unbevelled, sanded, Harmony,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK WEISS, HERRINGBONE R
Unbevelled, sanded, Harmony,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK NATUR, HERRINGBONE L
Unbevelled, sanded, Harmony,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK NATUR, HERRINGBONE R
Unbevelled, sanded, Harmony,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

"Experimenting with laying 
patterns always produces a 
new and exciting feeling."
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UNO Oak Natur
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Sustainable  
pure real wood.

This collection is a wonderful and 

sustainable reflection of the original 

nature of wood.

Durable and expressive – this is UNO. The natural grain and 
knots of oak, maple and walnut really come into their own 
on the compact format in a single-plank laying pattern. The 
look is reminiscent of single planks and lends a pleasant, 
natural ambience to any room.

VIBRANT AESTHETICS.

UNO
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UNO Oak Natur

UNO Oak Natur
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MAPLE NATUR
Unbevelled, sanded, Harmony,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK WEISS
Unbevelled, brushed, Alpin,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

OAK NATUR
Unbevelled, brushed, Alpin,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

WALNUT NATUR
Unbevelled, brushed, Alpin,  

Innovo NATUR oiled

"The natural vibrant beauty 
of wood captured on a 
continuous plank."
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SENSO Basic Natur
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Inspiringly  
different: cork oak.

Sustainable and practically inexhaustible:  

peeled cork oak absorbs more CO2, 

to regenerate the bark.

Sustainable, soft, warm and yet so robust: Senso puts you 
in a feel-good mood with every step. A floor that helps to 
unwind the body and soul. Thanks to modern processing 
techniques, this floor made of cork takes on many colour nu-
ances – every floor covering is unique.

A FLOOR FOR ALL THE SENSES.

SENSO
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SENSO Astra Natur
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BASIC NATUR
Unbevelled, sanded, Basic,  

Twist PLUS varnished

ASTRA NATUR
Unbevelled, sanded, Astra,  

Twist PLUS varnished

RUSTIKO NATUR
Unbevelled, sanded, Rustiko,  

Twist PLUS varnished

"So comfortable, so healthy 
and so natural: cork creates a 
genuine feel-good atmosphere."
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COLORO Lino Lime
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Linoleum –  
anything but usual.

It never ceases to amaze us how a material 

which primarily consists of oil can be so 

versatile and robust.

Robustness and strong designs are wonderfully compatible 
with one another. Our linoleum floors are the best evidence of 
this.  Their exciting colour palette means there is something 
for everyone. Coloro is the epitome of durability with a fresh 
new design – hard-wearing, comfortable, multifaceted and 
highly hygienic. 

BEAUTIFUL AND STRONG AT THE SAME TIME.

COLORO
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COLORO Lino Capri
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LINO CAPRI
Unbevelled, Lino,  

Twist PLUS varnished

LINO LIME
Unbevelled, Lino,  

Twist PLUS varnished

LINO GRANIT
Unbevelled, Lino,  

Twist PLUS varnished

COLORO Lino Granit

"A naturally robust floor that makes 
the perfect base for creative ideas 
and inspiration.".
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Let's hit the ground running!

/DESIGN
Surprisingly 
beautiful floors.

Discover robust, beautiful, hard-wearing and 
almost perfect imitations of wood, metal or stone 
on the following pages. The tilo /DESIGN range 
promises durable variety to suit every style.

ELITO TREND Oak Natur!Pur
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Wood design

Design floors are wonderfully multi
faceted and their advantages are as 
numerous as their applications. The 
materials used are also used in health
care environments, complying with the 
toughest EU regulations. 

A real chameleon.
Our design floors can take on almost 
any appearance you can think of for 
your living space. And it all looks real! 
If it's meant to be an elegant stone floor 
or a vibrant wooden floor, that's exactly 
what it will look like.

Tough yet easy to look after.
Our design floors are hard-wearing, 
long-lasting and moisture-resistant. 
Furthermore, they are very easy to 
maintain and clean. A robust, strong 
material that feels like velvet – just 
another incredible advantage.

/DESIGN

NOVO

FAVORITO

ROBUSTO

146



Metal and stone effect

PVC-free

SENSANO

GRANDO

ELEGANTO SPA

Damp locations

ELITO TREND
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Diverse

design  
options.
The /DESIGN range shines thanks to its robust variety and it brings practically any design you 
want to a durable floor. As well as the design, the main options lie in the format, the bevelled edge 
and the different surface structures. Be impressed by the combination of a realistic appearance, a 
comfortable feel and true robustness.

Imitation.

Here you can do anything you want: from wood 
to metal or stone designs. These are barely 
distinguishable from the original. The ELITO 
TREND collection impresses, in particular, with 
its authentic look. To achieve this, the true-
to-life dimensions of the wood design are 
scanned and duplication of the base image 
results in an unrivalled laying pattern. Find 
out more about vinyl & Tinyl from page 81 
onwards.

Bevelled edges.

Different edge designs are available to ensure 
that the imitation is as perfect as possible. 
These describe whether and how a plank's 
edges are 'sloped'. If the edges slope, this is 
called a bevelled edge. A distinction is made 
between unbevelled edges, a 4-sided bevelled 
edge (4V) – in this case the long and short ends 
are sloped in a V-shape – and a U-shaped joint. 
The latter is based on real joints which arise 
when laying tiles.
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WOOD DESIGNS STONE DESIGNS METAL DESIGNS

The tilo /DESIGN collections offer the widest range of wood designs – with the exception of ELEGANTO. Here you'll find elegant 
stone and metal designs. 

IMITATION  Stone and metal designs in the ELEGANTO collection

Especially  
multi-layered.

Here at tilo, we create incredible design floors 

that are warm underfoot, with a soft wear layer 

and multi-layer construction – and are an absolute 

pleasure to walk on.

UNBEVELLED BEVELLED (4V) BEVELLED (4U)

BEVELLED EDGES

Unbevelled: FAVORITO, NOVO, SENSANO, ELEGANTO, SPA

4V: ELITO TREND, GRANDO, ROBUSTO, ELEGANTO, SPA

U-joint: ELEGANTO
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WAVE SAND

STRUCTURED SYNCHRON

SCRAPED

BRUSHED

FEEL

Brushed: FAVORITO, NOVO, ROBUSTO, GRANDO, ELITO TREND, ELEGANTO, SENSANO, SPA 

Structured: ROBUSTO

Synchron: ROBUSTO SPA

Scraped: ROBUSTO

Wave: ELEGANTO SPA

Sand: ELEGANTO

You can find more information about design 
options at tilo.com

ROBUSTO Spruce Hasel
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FORMATS

FAVORITO, NOVO, ROBUSTO  
1,205 x 210 mm

ELEGANTO  
595 x 285 mm

ELEGANTO SPA  
610 x 305 mm

FAVORITO SPA, NOVO SPA, ROBUSTO SPA 
1,220 x 180 mm

GRANDO, ELITO TREND 
2,200 x 216 mm

"For every application and desired effect, 
there's a matching design, plank format, 
colour and surface or finish. The best thing 
to do is to ask your stockist: they will ask you 
a series of specific questions designed to 
guide you towards your perfect floor."

Feel.

The surfaces of vinyl and Tinyl are designed to 
mimic the originals in terms of feel too. So the 
majority of our design floors are brushed. Thus 
grooves, cracks and structures in the wood can 
be felt exactly where they are visible, thanks 
to synchronous embossing. We've divided 
our stone designs into wave, a wave-like 
surface and the sand-like structure sand. These 
surface finishes give the floor a "real" tangible 
experience. The ROBUSTO collection now also 
impresses with a 'scraped' option – for an even 
more rustic appearance.

Plank formats.

The tilo /DESIGN collections offer a wide range 
of plank formats which may vary in length and 
width, keeping close to the original. They also 
have a huge effect on a room. Single planks can 
be found in the ELITO TREND and GRANDO 
collections. The planks in the other collections 
are generally a bit shorter than the original. The 
tilo design world also offers tile formats – up to 
XXL tiles in the ELEGANTO collection.

ELEGANTO  
900 x 595 mm

SENSANO  
1,210 x 288
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Wood type COLLECTIONFAVORITO Oak Nordsee
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Multifaceted,
just like nature.

The diverse selection with a 0.3 mm thick wear 

layer means there is something for everyone 

and the floor is highly hard-wearing.

Light or dark, calm, lively or rustic, our /DESIGN collection 
FAVORITO brings out the beauty of wood in all its glory 
on vinyl. Timeless designs and robust reproductions which 
can hardly be distinguished from the natural originals.  
Surprisingly beautiful imitations which impress with authentic 
grain and growth rings. This is remarkably enhanced by the 
brushed surface.

OUR FAVOURITES.

FAVORITO
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FAVORITO Chestnut Baltic

FAVORITO Oak Nordsee
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OAK HELSINKI
Unbevelled, brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

ASH GOBI
Unbevelled, brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

OAK NORDSEE
Unbevelled, brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

MAPLE LUXURY
Unbevelled, brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

OAK NOX
Unbevelled, brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

OAK CULT
Unbevelled, brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

OAK STONEWASHED
Unbevelled, brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

OAK RAX
Unbevelled, brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

OAK SCOTCH
Unbevelled, brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

WALNUT LUXURY
Unbevelled, brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

CHESTNUT BALTIC
Unbevelled, brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

OAK MONTE
Unbevelled, brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

The FAVORITO collection
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NOVO Apple Natur
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A wonderfully  
natural colour  
range.

Discover colours which are natural, 

pure and authentic – such as our 

soft, subtle Safari.

Different wood types, imitated to perfection, satisfy the latest 
trends while remaining timeless. From a natural appearance 
to subtle pastel tones, NOVO forms the perfect backdrop 
for any interior style. Different laying patterns and special 
colours such as Safari open up even more new possibilities – 
for a room that lives up to your expectations.

ALWAYS KEEPING A FINGER ON THE PULSE.

NOVO
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NOVO Oak Nil

NOVO Oak Savanne

NOVO Apple Natur
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APPLE WEISS
Unbevelled, brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

OAK MANDEL
Unbevelled, brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

OAK BALI
Unbevelled, brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

OAK SAFARI
Unbevelled, brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

OAK PORZELLAN
Unbevelled, brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

OAK NIL
Unbevelled, brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

OAK SAVANNE
Unbevelled, brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

APPLE NATUR
Unbevelled, brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

OAK NAMIB
Unbevelled, brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

OAK ERZ
Unbevelled, brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

LARCH NATUR
Unbevelled, brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

OAK MOND
Unbevelled, brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

The NOVO collection
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ROBUSTO Spruce Hasel
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Durability,
appreciably different.

This floor really comes into its own with the 

'scraped' surface in the colours Spruce Frost  

and Spruce Hasel.

The tough floor for busy living spaces: ROBUSTO. It can be 
used almost anywhere, thanks to its thicker wear layer. This 
floor also ticks all the boxes when it comes to appearance. 
Visible grain gives it a feel of real wood. The bevelled edge 
on all four sides accentuates the plank shape and makes the 
floor covering look even more authentic.

BEAUTIFULLY RESISTANT.

ROBUSTO
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ROBUSTO Oak Ivory

ROBUSTO Oak Westside
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OAK IVORY
Bevelled (4V), structured, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

SPRUCE FROST
Bevelled (4V), scraped, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

OAK VINTAGE
Bevelled (4V), synchron, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

OAK CLOUD
Bevelled (4V), synchron, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

OAK SAFARI
Bevelled (4V), brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

OAK SAVANNE
Bevelled (4V), brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

OAK NOX
Bevelled (4V), brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

OAK MONTBLANC
Bevelled (4V), synchron, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

OAK WESTSIDE
Bevelled (4V), synchron, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

OAK COGNAC
Bevelled (4V), synchron, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

OAK NAMIB
Bevelled (4V), brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

SPRUCE HASEL
Bevelled (4V), scraped, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

The ROBUSTO collection
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GRANDO Larch Natur
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A floor 
that goes to 
great lengths.

Emphasise the generous size of your rooms 

with the authentically beautiful look and feel 

that we know from single planks.

Long planks create the impression of space and freedom 
– and at tilo, this is not just reserved for parquet floors: 
introducing GRANDO. In addition to twelve selected surfaces 
from light to dark, a range of the latest colours such as Safari 
and the brushed surface, this floor covering impresses with 
its robustness. Exceptionally beautiful and highly durable, it 
looks the part in any living space.

IMPRESSIVE FORMAT.

GRANDO
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GRANDO Oak Rax

GRANDO Larch Natur

GRANDO Larch Natur
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OAK ROCK
Bevelled (4V), brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

OAK SAFARI
Bevelled (4V), brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

OAK NAMIB
Bevelled (4V), brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

LARCH NATUR
Bevelled (4V), brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

OAK SAVANNE
Bevelled (4V), brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

OAK NOX
Bevelled (4V), brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

SPRUCE CHALET
Bevelled (4V), brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

OAK LOFT
Bevelled (4V), brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

OAK RAX
Bevelled (4V), brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

OAK EISGRAU
Bevelled (4V), brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

OAK MACCHIATO
Bevelled (4V), brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

OAK ACHAT
Bevelled (4V), brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

The GRANDO collection
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ELITO TREND Oak Edelweiss
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The elite of vinyl floors, only available at tilo. ELITO TREND 
captivates with its highly authentic wood design, which is 
thanks to sophisticated technology and a carefully thought-
out design. The long plank is a wonderful format which brings 
natural beauty to a floor with its brushed surface and bevelled 
edges on all four sides, as well as genuine robustness. 

It's worth noting that this floor can be laid in the same colour 
space together with the TREND collections in parquet.

UNIQUELY AUTHENTIC.

ELITO  
TREND

169/DESIGN  |  WOOD DESIGN - SINGLE PLANK FORMAT



ELITO TREND Oak Weiss

ELITO TREND Oak Weiss

ELITO TREND Oak Weiss
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OAK NATUR
Bevelled (4V), brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

OAK CARAMEL
Bevelled (4V), brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

OAK MOCCA
Bevelled (4V), brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

OAK NATUR!PUR
Bevelled (4V), brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

OAK CREMA!PUR
Bevelled (4V), brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

OAK CAFE!PUR
Bevelled (4V), brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

OAK EDELWEISS
Bevelled (4V), brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

OAK SAHARA
Bevelled (4V), brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

OAK WEISS
Bevelled (4V), brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

OAK MELANGE
Bevelled (4V), brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

OAK CHAMPAGNE
Bevelled (4V), brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

OAK FELS
Bevelled (4V), brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

The ELITO TREND collection

FARB
VERBUND
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ELEGANTO Marble Carrara
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A cool look  
with the feel-good 
factor.

Marble, slate or stone effects set wonderful 

accents while being pleasantly warm 

underfoot and easy to maintain.

An especially elegant floor that's cosy underfoot with the 
highest level of durability – tilo makes it possible.  ELEGANTO 
really catches the eye. Stone and metal designs in tile format 
with brushed, wave and sand surfaces add a touch of 
elegance to any room. 
One of the highlights of the collection is the incredibly elegant 
tile XXL with authentic-looking joint. It's hard to distinguish 
this pleasantly warm floor from the original.

ELEGANT TILE EFFECT.

ELEGANTO

173/DESIGN  |  METAL/STONE EFFECT



ELEGANTO Marble Carrara

ELEGANTO Marble Carrara
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MARBLE CARRARA
Bevelled (4V), sand, stone effect,  

Twist PLUS varnished

MARBLE MACARENA
Bevelled (4V), wave, stone effect,  

Twist PLUS varnished

BETON FICHTE
Bevelled (4V), brushed, stone effect,  

Twist PLUS varnished

STONE TERRAZZO
Bevelled (4V), sand, stone effect,  

Twist PLUS varnished

CONCRETE NATUR
Bevelled (4V), wave, stone effect,  

Twist PLUS varnished

STONE BETA
Bevelled (4V), wave, stone effect,  

Twist PLUS varnished

MARBLE NATUR
Bevelled (4V), wave, stone effect,  

Twist PLUS varnished

CONCRETE SILBER
Unbevelled, sand, stone effect,  

Twist PLUS varnished

IRON ROST
Bevelled (4V), sand, metal effect,  

Twist PLUS varnished

CONCRETE NATUR 
Bevelled (4U), wave, stone effect,  

Twist PLUS varnished

SLATE NATUR
Bevelled (4V), wave, stone effect,  

Twist PLUS varnished

SLATE NATUR
Bevelled (4U), wave, stone effect,  

Twist PLUS varnished

The ELEGANTO collection
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The PVC-free
alternative.

Tinyl is the magic behind this floor. 

Turn to page 82 for everything you 

need to know about this material.

FEUCHTE-
SCHUTZ

4

Pleasantly warm underfoot, soft and so easy to maintain – this 
is SENSANO. What is so special about this floor? Thanks to 
the new thermoplastic wear layer, there's no plasticisers or 
PVC. So you can enjoy a healthy indoor climate in your rooms.

YES TO SOFTNESS. NO TO PLASTICISERS.

SENSANO

177/DESIGN  |  PVC-FREE



SENSANO Oak Spree
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OAK ELSTER
Unbevelled, brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

OAK EMS
Unbevelled, brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

LARCH MOSEL
Unbevelled, brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

OAK SAALE
Unbevelled, brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

OAK WERRA
Unbevelled, brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

SPRUCE LECH
Unbevelled, brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

SPRUCE HAVEL
Unbevelled, brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

OAK SPREE
Unbevelled, brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

The SENSANO collection

FEUCHTE-
SCHUTZ

4
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Stylish
rigid boards.

Find out what it's all about and why it's ideal 

for use in damp locations on page 83.

The SPA collection brings your style into the bathroom in 
the same design – from an authentic wood design to a cool 
stone effect. With warm durability and individual beauty, 
turn your bathroom into your personal oasis of tranquillity, 
from the ground up. 100% suitable for damp locations, the 
SPA collection lets you sit back, relax and enjoy your bath.

WONDERFUL IN THE BATHROOM.

SPA

FEUCHTE-
SCHUTZ

24

WASSER
FEST
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FAVORITO SPA Oak Nox

ROBUSTO SPA Oak Vintage ELEGANTO SPA Slate Natur
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FAVORITO SPA 
OAK NOX

Unbevelled, brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

FAVORITO SPA 
OAK STONEWASHED

Unbevelled, brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

NOVO SPA 
OAK MANDEL

Unbevelled, brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

NOVO SPA 
OAK SAVANNE

Unbevelled, brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

NOVO SPA  
LARCH NATUR

Unbevelled, brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

ROBUSTO SPA  
OAK VINTAGE

Bevelled (4V), synchron, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

ROBUSTO SPA  
OAK WESTSIDE

Bevelled (4V), synchron, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

ELEGANTO SPA  
MARBLE MACARENA

Bevelled (4V), wave, stone effect,  

Twist PLUS varnished

ROBUSTO SPA  
OAK MONTBLANC

Bevelled (4V), synchron, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

ELEGANTO SPA  
CONCRETE NATUR

Bevelled (4V), wave, stone effect,  

Twist PLUS varnished

ROBUSTO SPA  
OAK SAVANNE

Unbevelled, brushed, wood design,  

Twist PLUS varnished

ELEGANTO SPA 
SLATE NATUR

Bevelled (4V), wave, stone effect,  

Twist PLUS varnished

The FAVORITO/NOVO/ROBUSTO/ELEGANTO SPA collection

FEUCHTE-
SCHUTZ

24

WASSER
FEST
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MARCANTO TREND Oak Cafe!Pur
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Stairs,  
skirting board, 
maintenance 
& care.

Simply 
harmonious.

Skirting boards in the same design and 

perfectly matched stair solutions create 

a harmonious overall look throughout 

your rooms – from the pre-fabricated 

plank which is laid in combination with 

floor planks, to the finished step that just 

needs to be trimmed to size. The right 

cleaning and care ensures that your stairs 

and skirting boards will look great for 

many years to come.
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Your personality should shine through in 
your home, not just in individual accents and 
furnishings, but in the overall look. Which 
is why tilo offers seamless floors, stairs and 
skirting boards.

Thanks to our stair solutions, our floors are 
"one step ahead".  And quite literally too, you 
can also use the floor plank of your choice on 
your stairs. tilo covers stairs with floor products 
for a consistently beautiful, harmonious look.

Different types of staircase can be accommo-
dated by tilo, such as straight, spiral, L and 
U-shaped and many more.

MARCANTO Oak Caramel

tilo floors? tilo 

stairs. 
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Discover our solutions for many 
different stair layouts, and a home 

full of harmony and character. Find 
out more at tilo.com

MARCANTO Oak Natur

STRAIGHT STAIRS.

Strikingly straight.

A straight staircase is the archetype of 
all staircases: it is straightforward and 
particularly suitable for use in large 
spaces. tilo coverings in the material 
of your choice will turn your straight 
staircase into a real head-turner.
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MARCANTO Oak Weiss
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MARCANTO Oak Mocca

ROBUSTO Oak Westside

Spiral staircases are one of the most 
popular forms of staircase, and for 
good reason: they save space and offer 
countless design options. All of your 
favourite tilo floors can now be used to 
cover your stairs – creating a sense of all-
round harmony.

SPIRAL STAIRCASES.

Harmony all round.

L-shaped or U-shaped staircases ele-
gantly connect the different levels of 
your home – and can become a real 
talking point thanks to tilo coverings.

Especially U-shaped staircases, which 
are available with a landing or with a 
curved design. They are particularly 
suited to use in split-level homes.

An L-shaped staircase conveys a sense 
of effortlessness and spaciousness. The 
star of the show is a tilo staircase with a 
single-fold stair edge profile.

L-SHAPED AND U-SHAPED STAIRS. 

Beauty comes in all 
shapes and sizes.
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Our stair edge profile is the perfect foundation for our 
custom staircase solutions and unified, harmonious interior 
design. The stair edge profile covers the front edge of the 
step. Floorboards are clicked into the long ends to cover the 
remaining tread and step risers.

You're sure to 'click' with 

the tilo  
stair edge profile.

Pre-mounted aluminium rail incl. plastic cover for LED light. Step risers in wood design at the top, white step risers at the bottom.
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SKP1: single fold – 
for a unified overall feel. 
The stair edge profile in this solution folds around 
the edge of the stair just once, giving the room a very 
harmonious feel.

The stair tread covers to the side help to create a 
seamless look. 

SKP2: double fold – 
to make each step stand out. 
The stair edge profile folds around the edge of the stair 
twice, accentuating each step. 

Stairs with ambient lighting. 
The new stairs with ambient lighting show the staircase 
in its best light. These are available in the double fold 
design.

Living design  
at the highest  
level.  
 

The tilo stair edge profile makes it easy to 

achieve a seamless interior style: it brings 

your favourite tilo floor to the stairs.
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MARCANTO Oak Caramel

We are passionate about making your everyday 
more beautiful. With the 'Compact stairs', we have 
developed a new product that makes planning, 
costing and installation significantly easier. 

These pre-fabricated stair elements can be ordered 
'by the step' and can be used for straight or spiral 
steps. When fitting, they just need trimming to size.

Stairs made easy. 

Compact stairs.
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Innovative  
staircase system
 

The new standard for new builds and renovation. 

Single-fold (TSK1) or double-fold (TSK2).  

New: TSK2 for new builds and renovation is now 

also designed for ambient lighting.

NEW BUILDS 

<    <    Prefabricated elements consisting of stair 

treads on a mounting board and step risers

<    <    Uniform installation height of 38 mm

<    <    Delivery in pieces in the respective step type

RENOVATION 

<    <    Prefabricated elements consisting of stair 

treads and step risers

<    <    Installation height = plank thickness

<    <    Delivery in pieces in the respective step type

Straight steps: smaller format

Spiral steps: larger format due to the extended 

size

Straight steps

Spiral steps

Compact stairs: for renovation. 
Our compact stairs are ideal for renovation projects and 
are available in the relevant floor thicknesses. They can 
be glued to all existing, level coverings, such as wood, 
stone or ceramic.

Compact stairs: for new builds.
Stairs in new buildings are usually designed for a covering 
installation height of 38 mm to 40 mm. Stairs for new 
builds account for this by using an appropriate mounting 
board. This clever system makes covering stairs in new 
builds a breeze.

IDEAL FOR ALL TILO FLOORS. 

#PARQUET   >NATURE   /DESIGN
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Having the right skirting board may seem like a 
small detail, but it can have a big impact on the 
overall look of your interior. With matching skirting 
boards from tilo, your interior design style will 
shine through in every corner of your home – even 

in damp locations.
<    <    The right skirting board for your style and floor 

<    <    Clip system for invisible fastening:

 - Time-saving installation

 - Perfect adaptation to irregular walls 

Perfectly harmonious, down to the very last detail. 

Skirting boards.

ELEGANTO Marble Carrara

VSLC516240 Clipstar installation clip FSCL516250
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Our skirting boards complete your room and give it a beautiful and harmonious look. 
They hold the flooring down with the floating installation, hide cables and are also 
useful when it comes to cleaning the floor as they prevent staining on the walls during 
mopping.

OUR SKIRTING BOARDS CAN ACHIEVE ANYTHING. 

Profile overview.

FOR 
#PARQUET
>NATURE

SL-5017 solid
17 x 50 mm

FOR 
#PARQUET
>NATURE

SL-516 veneered
16 x 50 mm

FOR 
>NATURE

SLC516 foil-coated (cork)
SLC516 foil-coated (linoleum)
16 x 50 mm

FOR 
#PARQUET
>NATURE

DF-401 veneered
26 x 26 mm

FOR 
/DESIGN

SL-516 MDF (vinyl)
16 x 50 mm  
(Expected to be valid until: 
01/10/2021)

FOR 
#PARQUET
>NATURE

SL-410 veneered
18 x 40 mm

FOR DAMP LOCATIONS
/DESIGN

SL-516 SPA foil-coated (vinyl)
16 x 50 mm  
(Expected to be valid until: 
01/10/2021)

FOR DAMP LOCATIONS
/DESIGN

SL-516 AQUA foil-coated (vinyl)
16 x 50 mm  
(Expected to be valid from: 
01/10/2021)

NEW!

WHITE SKIRTING BOARDS

SL-516 MDF foil-coated 
(White RAL9016)
16 x 50 mm

SL-516 SPA foil-coated (vinyl)
(White RAL9016)
16 x 50 mm
(Expected to be valid until: 
01/10/2021)

SB-7516 MDF foil-coated 
(White RAL9016)
16 x 75 mm

SL-516 AQUA foil-coated (vinyl) 
(White RAL9016)
16 x 50 mm
(Expected to be valid from: 
01/10/2021)

SL-516 spruce foil-coated
(White RAL9016) 
16 x 50 mm

SL-410 spruce foil-coated
(White RAL9016)
18 x 40 mm

NEW!
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For the love of floors.

Enjoy your floor for 
many years to come.
The floor is laid, the skirting boards are in place and the stairs are finished. What's left over 
is the unbridled happiness of having achieved an important milestone - the foundations 
on which to realise your dream are done. And here at tilo, we make sure that feeling isn't 
just a fleeting moment but lasts for many years to come. We know our floors, from the 
ground up, and we know exactly what they need.

MARCANTO TREND Oak Cafe!Pur
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The right care ensures that you retain the 
quality and pure beauty of your tilo floor. 
Enjoy it from the ground up!

You can find more information in our blog, 
from your retailer, in the care guide and at 
tilo.com

All of our cleaning and care products are specially developed to meet the requirements of our tilo 
floors. They are kind to the surfaces, have a revitalising effect and make your floors look as good 
as the first day they were laid. And the best thing is, you don't need any other cleansing agents. 
Whether you need to do a quick wipe in between cleans or a more intensive treatment, tilo cleaning 
and care products are up for every task. When choosing a product to use, there are two things to 
consider: the level of soiling and the type of floor surface. As you remove dirt during cleaning, the 
care element restores or improves the condition of the surface.

We distinguish between the following levels of soiling:

•   Light to medium soiling  
We recommend a wet clean with tilo soap and a 
subsequent treatment using tilo Quick Care.  
Both the soap and the Quick Care can be used on 
oiled or varnished surfaces. 

•   Heavy soiling  
In this case, it is best to use tilo intensive products. 
The intensive cleaner dissolves dirt from all surfaces 
– then the intensive care product for your floor is perfect for restoring the surface. 

You can obtain further information about cleaning and care products – SOAP, QUICK CARE, 
INTENSIVE CLEANER AND INTENSIVE CARE – from your floor stockist.

FROM THE GROUND UP

pure pleasure.
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tilo macht
den Boden
since 1950.

We produce  
fifty thousand m2 
of flooring every 
week.

We do things in our own  particular 
tilo way; honest, straightfor-
ward and on an equal footing.  
We have both feet on the ground 
but occasionally have our heads 
in the clouds – when we need to 
come up with new ideas.

50
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It's not until our floor fits 
perfectly in your life that 
we have fulfilled our goal.  
Or rather, your dreams.

We can say with all honesty that we have 
built our extensive knowledge of floors 
"from the ground up". Since 1950 we have 
been transforming high-quality, natural raw 
materials into really special products. We 
started out as Tischlerei Lohnsburg. Today 
we are a family-run business that enjoys 
international success with around 250 
employees. Just as before, all our tilo floors, 
stairs and skirting boards are produced in 
Lohnsburg in Upper Austria. 
Over the years, we have not only increased 
our flooring-related knowledge through 
extensive diligence and careful attention 
to detail, but also our understanding of our 
customers' needs.

Even if conditions change – our values stay 
the same.

Committed to nature,  
from the ground up.

250
employees – and every 
single one is important.

We are family-oriented and individualists. 
Carpenters and part of the digital world. 

Experienced yet curious,  
down-to-earth yet cosmopolitan.

199ABOUT TILO  |  FACTS & FIGURES



We make floors  

together

What makes us special is 
that we do things together 

– with great team spirit 
among colleagues and 

establishing a partnership 
with customers. Success is 
always the sum of several 
components. Anyone who 

knows us, knows this. 

We make floors  

with a down-to-
earth approach

We have two feet on the 
ground and are passionate 

about making solid 
flooring. We do things in 
our own particular down-
to-earth tilo way – honest, 
straightforward and on an 

equal footing.

We make floors  

with passion

We put a great deal of 
passion into what we do. 

tilo started life as a joinery 
business. Many of us at the 
company have trained as 

joiners. We are passionate 
about what we do – and it 

shows!

We do floors differently!

Let's hit the  
ground running!
It isn't what we do that makes us stand out. It's the 
way that we do it! The way we do things is what sets 
us apart, makes us special and ultimately helps us to 
achieve our vision.
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We make floors  

with vision

We look to the future with 
confidence and are already 

thinking about how the 
floors of tomorrow will 
look. We think digitally 

and take responsibility for 
our environment. We work 
together with our partners 

to ensure success tomorrow.

We make floors  

with skill

Making floors is in our 
blood. We understand 
our materials from the 
ground up and know 

how to process them. We 
are happy to explain the 
concept of floors, make it 
understandable and share 

our knowledge.
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We all share a real love of the flooring we 
produce. We love making best use of wonderful 
raw materials. We are enthusiastic about the 
vitality of wood, the rich variety of vinyl, the 
velvety warmth of cork and the durability of 
linoleum. We revel in shaping the market with 
new ideas.

And we are proud that around 2,000 rooms are 
fitted with our floors each year.

It is said that if you 'choose a job you love, you'll 
never have to work a day in your life'. And we 
agree. 

How it all began 

Gustav Schrattenecker founded 

Tischlerei Lohnsburg in 1950 with an 

apprentice. In a workshop of 90 m2,  

equipped with a planing machine and a 

band saw with a petrol engine, he took 

the plunge into self-employment.  

He was 31 and full of ideas.   

A story of 

dynamism & a 
down-to-earth 
approach.
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the tilo brand became a household name in the 
international wood industry, associated with 
elegant, high-quality products.

Since then we have been guided by vision, 
innovation and passion. We inspire and inform – 
both digitally and in real life. This is how we ensure 
tomorrow's success. This is why we never stand 
still. Because tilo makes floors for all your plans!

As early as 1965, the production area was 
extended to 800 m2 and 12 employees were taken 
on. But, due to the production of profile strips and 
skirting boards, the laying of parquet and series 
production of coffered ceilings, the additional 
space wasn't enough for long. And so production 
soon expanded to 2,400 m2.

By the mid-70s, our team consisted of 73 people. 
As the plant was too small, a hall and machinery was 
purchased in Frankenburg. With 160 employees, 
we soon ranked among the major employers in 
the region. Alongside a variety of wood types, new 
materials such as cork were also used to make high-
quality products. By 1988, the plant in Frankenburg 
was too small and we once again expanded in 
Magetsham where we have remained to this day. 

From generation to generation.
At the end of the 1980s, the family company passed 
to the next generation, to Franz Schrattenecker. 
He understands that you have to hold on to 
what works but remain open to new ideas. Thus, 
over the course of decades, Schrattenecker and 

WE'RE KEEN TO GROW. 

And we aim to excel.

The ultimate  
honour.

At the end of the 1990s, Franz Schrattenecker 

was awarded the 'Viktor Kaplan Medal' for 

the creation of the 'solid thermoplastic wood' 

patent.
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70
years of 

experience,  
behind every tilo floor.
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Being located directly next the Kobernaußerwald 
forest, we know about the benefits of healthy 
forests. That is why we place great importance 
on sustainability, from our raw materials to 
the finished product. As an FSC® and PEFCTM-
certified floor manufacturer, we pay attention 
to where our raw materials come from and 
therefore actively contribute to the preservation 
of forests together with you as a buyer of tilo 
floors.

Seventy years of experience combined with 
innovative technologies.
This is the basis for the consistently high quality 
of our products. Down-to-earth, but always with 
our finger on the pulse, we continuously invest 
in the development of our production site in 
Lohnsburg and therefore also in our future. In 
combination with digital transformation and 
the establishment of higher standards, we are 
setting true milestones in terms of quality and as 
an employer in the region.

Certified healthy living.
tilo floors carry the TÜV Proficert certificate and 
the IBR test seal. This means they have been 
tested for emissions and harmful substances 
and are compatible with healthy living. Ongoing 
external audits and tests guarantee consistently 
high quality.

Quality with vision. 

Made in Austria.

FLOORS 
FROM 
AUSTRIA

®

205ABOUT TILO  |  QUALITY FROM AUSTRIA



Close your eyes
and touch me.

See how I look with 
your furniture.

See how I look 
in the light and 
in the shade.

Show me to your 
friends.

Take your socks off and 
enjoy that barefoot 
feeling.

We have the opportunity to shape the floors 
of tomorrow, today – and we have grasped 
it! This also means that we need to make 
designing floors as simple and appealing as 
possible for our customers. For example, with 
our new, easy-to-use tilo Floor Layer app:  
just a few clicks, and you can see how your favourite 
tilo floor looks in your own home. Simply download 
it from the Google Play Store or Apple App Store, 
select the floor of your dreams and fit it in real time 
in your own room!

apptilo      FloorLayer

A whole new way to

experience  
our floors.

Simply scan the QR code and 
download the app.

TIP: Want to see how a tilo floor 
looks in real life in your home? 
Then you need the tilo floor box: 
simply order different floor samples 
on the tilo website and try them out 
at home.
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We inspire and inform: on our own blog and on 
our social media pages. We bring that 'tilo feeling' 
directly to you – wherever you are. From creative 
ideas and suggestions about the latest interior 
design trends to practical tips & tricks: you can find 
all this and more in the world of tilo online.

Our website is also a real experience; it's easy to 
navigate so that you can find your dream floor 
as quickly as possible. Just use the helpful filter 
function to make your initial selection. And the best 
thing about it? It's not just a little sample, you get 
to see inspiring room set-ups, giving you an idea of 
how your finished floor would actually look.

Feel, see and walk on actual tilo floors: at a 
retailer close to you. Compare #PARQUET and  
/DESIGN, take a look at different collections on site 
in person and receive individual, expert advice. 

This is a whole new way to experience our floors. 
Real & digital. Together with our customers, 
partners and employees, we are looking to the 
future and are pleased that so many generations 
are finding 'their floor' at tilo!

instagram.com/tilo_bodenfacebook.com/tilo.at
tilo.com
blog.tilo.com

youtube.com/tiloGmbH
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THE WORLD OF TILO.

Real & digital.
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